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PARTIES TO THE PROCEEDING

The front page caption contains the names of all parties involved in this appeal.
Jordan Valley Hospital was a party to the consolidated proceedings below; however, all
claims between Jordan Valley and the parties to this appeal were resolved through
settlement and dismissed with prejudice.

~
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JURISDICTION

This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78A-4103(2)G).
ISSUES AND STANDARD OF REVIEW
Issue I: Did the district court err in its interpretation of the Employment Agreement and

its grant of Dr. Skolnick's motion for summary judgment?
Standard of Review: Questions of contract interpretation that do not require resort to

extrinsic evidence, are matters of law, which are reviewed for correctness. Fairbourn

Commercial, Inc. v. American Housing Partners, Inc., 2004 UT 54, iJ 6, 94 P.3d 292.
Preservation: This issue is preserved in Exodus' Opposition to Dr. Skolnick's Motion

for Summary Judgment (R. 1847-1995), in oral argument on the motion, and in the
subsequent Ruling and Order of the Court (R. 2177-99).
Issue II: In the district court's ruling granting Dr. Skolnick's motion for summary

judgment, the district court awarded Dr. Skolnick attorney fees under the Employment
Agreement. Did the district court err when it interpreted and applied Rule 73 to allow
Dr. Skolnick to recover all of her requested attorney fees which included attorney fees
related to defending against Jordan Valley's claims under the Recruitment Agreement?
Standard of Review: The interpretation of a rule of procedure is a question of law that

is reviewed for correctness. Gardiner v. Tau/er, 2014 UT 56 iJ13, 342 P.3d 269.
Preservation: This issue was preserved in Exodus' Response to Dr. Skolnick's Motion

for Attorney Fees (R. 2245-2300); Motion to Set Aside Final Judgment (R. 2301-04);
the Ruling and Order Setting Aside and Modifying Judgment of February 16, 2017
1
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(R. 2312-16); Motion for Extension, Nunc Pro Tune (R. 2324-28); Opposition to Motion
to Reconsider Ruling and Order Setting Aside and Modifying Judgment of February 16,
2017 (R. 2311-36); Exodus' Reply Supporting its Motion for Extension, Nunc Pro Tune
(R. 2348-51); and Ruling and Order Setting Reinstating Judgment of February 16, 2017
(R. 2360-62).

DETERMINATIVE PROVISIONS
Rule 73 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The full text of this Rule is set forth
in the addendum to this brief.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

I.

Facts

The Two Agreements
~

In late 2013 and early 2014, Dr. Sara Skolnick, Exodus Healthcare Network, and
Jordan Valley Hospital entered into two separate agreements in order to bring an
OB/GYN physician into the Magna area serviced by Jordan Valley and to assist Dr.

~

Skolnick in relocating and starting up her practice. (R. 1863) In order to comply with the
provisions of the Stark Act and federal anti-kickback laws, however, it was necessary to
. have the two separate contracts. (R. 1863) Accordingly, Dr. Skolnick entered into an
Employment Agreement with Exodus and a Recruitment Agreement with Jordan Valley.
(R. 1863) The Recruitment Agreement also included an addendum under which Exodus
agreed to be jointly and severally liable to Jordan Valley if Dr. Skolnick breached the
Recruitment Agreement. (R. 1906, 1921-23)

2
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During the first year of the Recruitment Agreement, Jordan Valley agreed to loan
Dr. Skolnick $39,583 each month, which would be used to pay her monthly salary and
overhead ("Guaranteed Monthly Amount"). (R. 1849-51) In years 2 and 3 of the
Recruitment Agreement, Jordan Valley agreed to forgive 1/24 of the loan each month as
long as Dr. Skolnick continued to work within the Hospital Service Area. (R. 1906, 191112) If Dr. Skolnick did not continue to practice in Jordan Valley's Hospital Service Area,
as defined in the agreement, both Dr. Skolnick and Exodus agreed to be responsible for
the repayment of the amounts that Jordan Valley paid as Guaranteed Monthly Amounts.
(R. 1901, 1911-12, 1921-23)

The Employment Agreement between Dr. Skolnick and Exodus mirrored the
timeframes in the Recruitment Agreement. (R. 1884, 1901) First, the Employment
Agreement provided for Monthly Base Compensation during the first year of the
agreement. (R. 1888) Dr. Skolnick and Exodus agreed that the Guaranteed Monthly
Amount from Jordan Valley would be used to pay the Monthly Base Compensation
provided for in the Employment Agreement. (R. 1887-88) In years 2 and 3 of the
Employment Agreement after the Guaranteed Monthly Amount stopped, the Employment
Agreement provided that Dr. Skolnick's pay would be based on performance or
collection based pay. (R. 1888-90) Also, the Employment Agreement allowed Dr.
Skolnick to elect to switch to performance based pay during the first year. (R. 1901-5)
In addition, Dr. Skolnick and Exodus anticipated that they may need to renegotiate her
compensation structure near the end of the first year. (R. 1864, 1891) Near the end of
her first year of practice, Dr. Skolnick and Exodus contemplated that they would have a
3
~
l
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better picture of how Dr. Skolnick's practice was growing and would adjust her
compensation accordingly. (R. 1864) The Employment Agreement memorialized this
understanding in Section 3.10, which states:

Section 3.10, Transition from Year 1 to Year 2, Good Faith.
Notwithstanding Section 3 above, Physician and Company commit to
working in good faith to ensure adequate production and compensation to
support the financial needs of both the Physician and the Company. Should
the "start-up" remuneration be inadequate for either the Physician or the
Company nearing the end of Year 1, parties will explore other options to
affect a mutually acceptable alternative (e.g., extended Salary Year 2 with
hospital assistance, percentage of revenues compensation, etc.).
(R. 1864, 1891)

ii
The End of Dr. Skolnick's First Year
On December I, 2014, Dr. Skolnick gave Exodus a 90-day notice that she planned
to terminate the Employment Agreement. (R. 1855) Notwithstanding this notice, Dr.
Skolnick and Exodus still anticipated renegotiating the year two compensation structure.
(R. 1855) Dr. Skolnick testified that she would not have terminated her employment if
she had been able to renegotiate her compensation structure with Exodus. (R. 1855)
Before Dr. Skolnick and Exodus could reach a new arrangement, however, Jordan
Valley began to delay iss~ing the Guaranteed Monthly Amount payments. (R. 1854-55)
Unbeknownst to Exodus, Dr. Skolnick met with Steve Anderson and Jon Butterfield,
representatives of Jordan Valley, on November 18, 2014, regarding her future
employment arrangements. (R. 1865) Dr. Skolnick denied making any representation at
this meeting regarding her intention to leave the Hospital Service Area or that she was
going to leave her employment with Exodus. (R. 1865) Soon after this meeting, Jordan
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Valley delayed making the Guaranteed Monthly Amount payments to Dr. Skolnick.
(R. 1865) For example, Jordan Valley received Dr. Skolnick's October statement of
collections on November 10, 2014, but it did not pay the Guaranteed Monthly Amount on
November 15, 2014 as required under the Recruitment Agreement. (R. 1865) Later,
Jordan Valley ceased making payments all together without providing notice to Dr.
Skolnick or Exodus that it was not making any further Guaranteed Monthly Amount
Ci

payments. (R. 1866)
On Novemb.er 19, 2014, Dr. Brian Zehnder at Exodus reached out to Jon
Butterfield to inquire why Exodus had not yet received the Guaranteed Monthly Amount
payment. (R. 1865) In response, Mr. Butterfield represented that Jordan Valley had
"provided payment" to Dr. Skolnick and Dr. Zehnder should discuss any missing
payments with Dr. Skolnick. (R. 1865) This statement, however, was not true because
Jordan Valley did not pay the Guaranteed Monthly Amount payment check until
November 25, 2014. (R. 1865) As provided under her Employment Agreement,. Dr.
Skolnick then endorsed the check over to Exodus on November 28, 2014. (R. 1865) Once
it received the Guaranteed Monthly Amount payment, Exodus paid Dr. Skolnick her
Monthly Based Compensation through November 22, 2014. (R. 1865)
Fallowing this payment, Exodus continued to submit the required statement of
collections for Dr. Skolnick in order to receive the Guaranteed Monthly Amount
payments. (R. 1866) Jordan Valley received Dr. Skolnick's November statement of
collections on December 22, 2014. (R. 1866) Jordan Valley, however, did not cut a
corresponding Monthly Guarantee Amount payment. (R. 1866)
5
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On January 8, 2015, Exodus submitted Dr. Skolnick's December financials,
providing Jordan Valley with all the information necessary for it to issue the January
Guaranteed Monthly Amount payment. (R. 1866) Upon receipt of this information,
Jordan Valley informed Exodus that it would "hold" the information until Steve
Anderson indicated that Jordan Valley was "able to cut checks for December and
January." (R. 1866-67) Jordan Valley, however, did not cut a corresponding Monthly
Guarantee Amount payment. (R. 1866)
On January 12, 2015, after Exodus had continued to employ Dr. Skolnick for
nearly two months and during which Jordan Valley continued to accept Dr. Skolnick's

Ci)

statement of collections, Jordan Valley informed Exodus for the first time that it would
not be issuing Monthly Guarantee Payments for November, December,. or January.
(R. 1867) Indeed, Jordan Valley indicated that no additional Guaranteed Monthly
Amount payments would be made because Dr. Skolnick "plans to leave the service area."
(R. 1867) Based on this information from Jordan Valley, Exodus understood that Dr.
Skolnick intended to leave the Hospital Service Area and Jordan Valley would not make
further Guaranteed Monthly Amount payments. (R. 1867) Exodus then terminated Dr.
Skolnick's employment, and it ceased its efforts to renegotiate her contract for a second
year. (R. 1867)

II.

Procedural History
On February 2, 2015, Dr. Skolnick commenced an action against Exodus for

unpaid wages from November 22, 2014 through January 12, 2015. (R. 0001-8) Jordan
Valley commenced an action against Dr. Skolnick for breaching the Recruitment
6
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Agreement, and it joined Exodus because Exodus was jointly and severally liable under
the terms of the addendum to the agreement for the amounts owed for Dr. Skolnick's
breach. The two actions were consolidated. (R. 0291-93) In addition, Dr. Skolnick
(j

asserted a counterclaim against Jordan Valley, alleging that Jordan Valley was liable for
her lost wages because it improperly "stopped making Guaranteed Monthly Payments to
Dr. Skolnick" and, as a result, "Exodus stopped making any salary payments to Dr.
Skolnick." 1 With respect to Jordan Valley's claims against Exodus and Dr. Skolnick,
Exodus settled its and Dr. Skolnick's claims arising out of the Recruitment Agreement.
(R. 2208-9) Dr. Skolnick's wage claim against Exodus, however, was not resolved in the
settlement.
Cross Motions for Summary Judgment
Dr. Skolnick filed a Motion for Summary Judgment against Exodus arguing that
despite Jordan Valley's failure to make the Guaranteed Monthly Amount payments for
November, December, and January, Exodus was still required to pay her wages from
November 22, 2014 through January 13, 2015. (R. 1576-1690)
Exodus filed its own Motion for Summary Judgment, arguing that Dr. Skolnick's
wage claim in her complaint alleged a statutory unpaid wage claim which was barred
under the statutory provisions. (R. 1469-1540) In addition, Exodus opposed Dr.
Skolnick's Motion for Summary Judgment because the terms of the Employment and
Recruitment Agreements required receipt of the Guaranteed Monthly Amount payments

1 Dr.

Skolnick's Answer and Counterclaim against Jordan Valley against Jordan Valley was filed in case no.
150903041, before that case was consolidated with case no. 150900747 and, therefore, the Answer and
Counterclaim does not appear as part of the official record.
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before Exodus was obligated to pay Dr. Skolnick the Base Monthly Compensation.
(R. 1847-78) Exodus argued that Dr. Skolnick's salary from November 22, 2014 through

Ci

January 13, 2015 was recoverable from Jordan Valley because Jordan Valley had
breached its agreement with Dr. Skolnick and Exodus by failing to provide the
Guaranteed Monthly Amount payments, failing to give written notice of its intention to
cease making payments in accordance with the Recruitment Agreement, and failing to
give Dr. Skolnick an opportunity to cure any alleged breach of the Recruitment
Agreement. (R. 1847-78)
On December 27, 2016, the district court issued a Ruling and Order granting
Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Summary Judgment awarding approximately $35,000 in lost
wages plus attorney fees. (R. 2179-99)
The district court's order states as follows:
Skolnick is to provide a suggested form of Judgment including a blank
space for attorney fees and leaving the total judgment blank ... Counsel is
to provide an affidavit of fees, Exodus may respond as to necessity and
reasonableness, and the court will rule by filing [sic] out the amount of fees
to be allowed and the total judgment based on the amount of fees and costs
added to the judgment of $35,707.92.
Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Attorney Fees
On February 2, 2017, Dr. Sara Skolnick filed a Motion for Attorney Fees along
with a Declaration of Attorney Fees and a proposed Final Judgment, requesting
$40,894.00 in attorney fees. (R. 2212-3) The Motion for Fees referred to the attached
Declaration, which included an argument that the district court should award Dr.
Skolnick attorney fees incurred in not only obtaining judgment against Exodus for unpaid
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wages, but also all of her attorney fees incurred in defending herself against the $395,000
collection action brought against her by Jordan Valley. (R. 2217-24) Dr. Skolnick
argued that because Exodus had continuously maintained that receipt of the Guaranteed
Monthly Amount from Jordan Valley was a condition precedent to payment of Dr.
Skolnick's wages, the collection action was "part and parcel of Dr. Skolnick's claims
against Exodus" and Dr. Skolnick was entitled to recover fees that relate "in whole or in
part" to Jordan Valley's collection action against her. (R. 2217-24)
Under Rule 7(d)(l) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Exodus had 14 days to
file an opposition to Dr. Skolnick's Motion, making Exodus' response due on February
16, 2017. On February 13, 2017, eleven days after filing her Motion and Declaration of
Attorney Fees, Dr. Skolnick filed a Supplemental Affidavit of Attorney Fees, requesting
an additional $1,805.50 in attorney fees-for a total of $42,699.50 in attorney fees.
(R. 2233-38)
On February 16, 2017, at approximately 7:30 am, three days after Dr. Skolnick
filed the Supplemental Affidavit and Fourteen days after filing the Motion for Attorney
(j)

Fees, the dist~ict court signed the Final Judgment awarding Dr. Skolnick $42,489.50 in
attorney fees. (R. 2240-42) This award of attorney fees included amounts claimed in Dr.
Skolnick's Supplemental Affidavit which she filed only 3 days earlier. (R. 2240-42) The
district court entered this order a few hours before the 14 days for Exodus to respond to
Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Attorney Fees had run and just three days after Dr. Skolnick
filed her Supplemental Affidavit of Attorney Fees. In the afternoon on February 16,
2017, Exodus filed its Opposition to Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Attorney Fees and a
9
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Motion to Set Aside the Final Judgment, which the district court had entered that
morning. (R. 2245-2304) Exodus argued that Order was mistakenly entered before
Exodus' 14 days to file a Response to Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Attorney's Fees had run.
On February 23, 2017, the time for Dr. Skolnick to file a Reply supporting her
Motion for Attorney Fees ended. The next day, February 24, 2017, Exodus filed a
Request to Submit Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Attorney Fees. (R. 2307-8)
On February 28, 2017, the district court set aside the Final Judgment signed on
February 16, 2017, and it amended its pr_ior order regarding attorney fees, reducing the
amount of fees awarded by $18,000. (R. 2312-5) In its ruling reducing the amount of
attorney fees awarded to Dr. Skolnick, the district court stated: "As to reasonableness the
court has done the best the court can do, and determining that some of the work done by
plaintiffs counsel was indeed based on defending against claims by others against
plaintiff, the court will amend the judgment at to [sic] attorney fees and award attorney
fees in the sum of $24,300.00 rather than the $42,849.50 awarded." (R. 2314)
On March 2, 2017, Dr. Skolnick filed a Motion to Reconsider the February 28,
2017 Judgment, arguing that Exodus had failed to timely object to its Declaration of
Attorney Fees, as required by Rule 73(d) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.2
(R. 2316-21) On March 6, 2017, Exodus filed an Opposition to the Motion to
Reconsider and a Motion for Extension Nunc Pro Tune. (R. 2324-36) Exodus argued
that it had timely opposed Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Attorney Fees because Rule 73 of

2

In making this argument, Dr. Skolnick argued that Exodus was required to file an Objection to the Affidavit by
February 9, 2017, ignoring the supplemental affidavit of attorney fees that was filed just three days before the Court
issued its final Order and Judgment awarding Dr. Skolnick the fees she requested in that Supplemental Affidavit.
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the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure does not alter the 14 days allotted by Rule 7(d)(l) for
responding to a motion. Indeed, Dr. Skolnick had filed a Motion for Attorney fees with
argument regarding why the district court should award fees incurred not only to obtain
judgment against Exodus, but also those fees incurred defending herself against Jordan
Valley's collection action.
If the district court deemed that Rule 73 governed the timeline for Exodus to
respond to Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Attorney Fees, Exodus requested that the district
court to enlarge the time for Exodus to respond to Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Attorney
Fees and consider Exodus' Opposition to Dr. Skolnick's Motion for Attorney Fees. In
doing so, Exodus argued that the district court would appropriately liberally construe the
rules to achieve just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of this action. See Utah R.
Civ. P. 1. Furthermore, Exodus argued that extending the period for Exodus to file an
objection was just given that Dr. Skolnick filed a Supplemental Affidavit of Attorney
Fees on February 13, 2017-which would give Exodus until February 20, 2017, to.file an
objection under Rule 73(d). Finally, Exodus argued that considering Exodus' Opposition
would permit the district court to make a decision consistent with its prior ruling allowing
Exodus to address the reasonableness and necessity of the requested attorney fees.
On March 27, 2017, the district court vacated the February 28, 2017 Order and
reinstated the February 16, 2017 Order for $42,489.50 in attorney fees. The district court
ordered that Exodus pay $18,189.50 in attorney fees the court had previously determined
were not reasonable. (R. 2360-1, 2366-8) Exodus filed this appeal from the district
court's final order on attorney fees.
11
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
Exodus requests that this Court reverse the grant of summary judgment to
Dr. Skolnick for her unpaid wages. The Employment Agreement between the parties
contained a condition precedent - the payment of the Guaranteed Monthly Amount -

~

before either party had to perform under the Monthly Base Compensation provision in
the contract during year 1. The district court erred in concluding the payment was not a
condition precedent. The contractual provisions contained the magic words to indicate
that a condition precedent existed, namely "subject to" and "provided." Furthermore, the
condition was dependent on performance of the condition by a third party to the contract.
The Utah Supreme Court has determined these are the fundamental requirements for a
contractual condition to exist. The district court erred when it granted Dr. Skolnick's
Motion for Summary Judgment.
If this Court determines the grant of summary judgment to Dr. Skolnick was
proper, Exodus requests this Court to reverse and remand on the issue of reasonable
attorney fees. The district court entered an order which found that a portion of Dr.
Skolnick's claimed fees were not related to her claim for unpaid wages against Exodus.
The district court then reinstated the full amount of the requested attorney fees because it
determined that Exodus had not timely file an objection to the requested fees under Rule
73 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. This was error.

12
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iv

ARGUMENT

I.

The district court erred in granting Dr. Skolnick's motion for summary
judgment.

The Employment Agreement
Dr. Skolnick's compensation is governed by the provisions of section 3 of the
Associate Physician Employment Agreement. Section 3 has several provisions, which
contemplate that Dr. Skolnick's compensation would change after the first year of the
Agreement to protect Dr. Skolnick and Exodus. For the first year of the Agreement, Dr.
Skolnick received "Monthly Base Compensation." Section 3.2 provides: "During the
first one-year period during the term of this Agreement and Physician's employment
hereunder, Company shall pay to Physician Monthly Base Compensation in the.
annualized amount of Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($250,000.00) ($20,833.00
per month) ... " Section 3.2 set forth how this payment would be made: "The parties
agree that the Guaranteed Monthly Amount of $39,583.00 described in Section 3.1 shall
be used to cover Company's payment of Physician's Monthly Base Compensation for the
first twelve months during the term of this Agreement."
In contrast to section 3 .2 which provides for Monthly Base Compensation for the
first 12_months of the Agreement, section 3.3 states: "Beginning with the second one~

year period during the term of this Agreement ("Year 2") and thereafter, Company shall
no longer pay to Physician Monthly Base Compensation." Rather, for years two and
three of the Agreement, Dr. Skolnick received "Productivity Based Compensation" or

0P

"Monthly Compensation" as defined and calculated under the terms of section 3.3 of the
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Agreement. Furthermore, the payment of Monthly Compensation was not covered by the
Guaranteed Monthly Amount as provided in sections 3 .1 and 3 .2 of the Agreement.
Finally, section 3.5 allowed Dr. Skolnick to opt out of the Monthly Base
Compensation during the first year of the Agreement and to receive. Productivity Based
Compensation during the first year. Exodus provided Dr. Skolnick with a Monthly
Report which provided information related to her productivity in order to allow her to
decide whether to elect to change over to productivity compensation rather than salary.
The reason for the two different compensation structures was to protect both Dr.
Skolnick and Exodus. Dr. Skolnick was starting a new medical practice. Jordan Valley
recruited her to practice in its Hospital Service Area because there was a need for a
physician with her expertise. Thus, Jordan Valley could make payments under the
~

Recruitment Agreement, and it could utilize the safe harbor provision in· the Stark Act.
Dr. Skolnick. and Exodus expected that her practice would take a year to build and
become profitable. With the Guaranteed Monthly Amou~t from the Recruitment
Agreement, Dr. Skolnick was guaranteed a set salary for the first twelve months regardless of her profitability. Furthermore, with the Guaranteed Monthly Amounts,
(iif;)

Exodus could pay this set salary without risk of losing money because her practice was
unprofitable. Furthermore, if Dr. Skolnick became profitable during the first year, the
Agreement allowed her to elect to change her method of compensation to productivity
based compensation. Dr. Skolnick did not elect to change to productivity based
compensation during the first year of the Agreement. Thus, her compensation was the
Monthly Base Compensation set forth in sections 3 .1 and 3 .2 of the Agreement.
14
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Finally, under the Recruitment Agreement, the Guaranteed Monthly Amount
payments were a loan from Jordan Valley to Dr. Skolnick. The addendum to the
Recruitment Agreement made Exodus also liable for repayment of the loan amount in the
event of a breach of the Recruitment Agreement. Jordan Valley would forgive repayment
of the loan at 1/24 of the amount over years 2 and 3 of the agreement. Thus, Dr. Skolnick
had an incentive to keep the loan amount low, and all parties had a mutual incentive to
have the agreements run the full three years.
A.

Jordan Valley's payment of the Guaranteed Monthly Amount was a
condition precedent to Dr. Skolnick signing the check over to Exodus and
Exodus paying Monthly Base Compensation.

The district court erred in its conclusion that Jordan Valley's payment of the
Guaranteed Monthly Amount was not a condition precedent to Exodus' obligation to pay
Skolnick the Monthly Base Compensation during the first year of the Employment
Agreement. In its ruling, the district court determined the Agreement only specified what
Exodus must do with the funds it received indirectly from Jordan Valley, and this
provision was not a condition precedent. The district court noted that the Agreement did
not prohibit Exodus from using a different source of funds to pay Dr.· Skolnick.
The district court's faulty analysis is based on two incorrect premises: (1) an
incorrect factual finding, and (2) an incorrect application of the law used to interpret the
Agreement. The incorrect factual finding was not material to the district court's
interpretation of the contract; however, it likely colored its analysis. The district court
stated: "Exodus knew by late November 2014 that Jordan Valley was not performing
under the Recruitment Agreement yet Exodus did not terminate Skolnick until January
15
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13, 2015." See Ruling and Order at p. 12. Accordingly, the district court believed that
Exodus was profiting off of Dr. Skolnick's work for approximately two months, and it
attempted to avoid paying her for this time using the terms of the Employment
Agreement.
This factual finding is incorrect and not supported by evidence before the district
court. Specifically, Exodus' Motion for Summary Judgment referenced uncontradicted
testimony that Jordan Valley indicated that it would continue to make Guaranteed

~

Monthly Amount payments in November, December, and as late as early January.
(R. 1865-66) It was not until mid-January that Jordan Valley disclosed to Exodus and

GiJ

Dr. Skolnick that it would not make any additional Guaranteed Monthly Amount
payments. Moreover, in not providing any notice to Dr. Skolnick, Jordan Valley
breached the terms of the Recruitment Agreement which required it to provide 60 days
written notice and an opportunity for Dr. Skolnick to cure any alleged breach. Jordan
Valley complied with neither provision. Accordingly, the district court's statement that
Exodus knew in November that Jordan Valley was not going to make any additional
payments was incorrect.
The district court erred when it determined that Jordan Valley's payment of the
Guaranteed Monthly Amount was not a condition precedent to Exodus' payment of
Monthly Base Compensation. In McArthur v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 2012 UT
22,274 P.3d 981, the Utah Supreme Court explained the difference between covenants
and conditions precedent. See id. at ,r,r 28-32. "A contractual covenant is a 'promise[]
between the parties to the contract about their mutual obligations."' Id. at ,r 28. Thus, a
16
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covenant exists in the contract and gives rise to obligations and benefits between the
parties to the contract- in this case Exodus and Dr. Skolnick.
In cont_rast, a condition precedent "is 'an event, not certain to occur, which must
occur ... before performance under the contract becomes due."' Id. at ~ 29.
"[C]onditions precedent typically fall outside the control of the parties to the contract,
often requiring ... action by a third party ... for the contract to begin." Id. at 131.
Thus, a covenant exists between the parties, while a condition is typically outside of the
parties' control. Further, a condition usually contains specific language such as "on
condition that," ''if," or "provided" to signal the provision is a condition rather than a
covenant. See id.
Section 3 starts with the following language: "Subject to the conditions set forth
in this Section, Company shall pay to Physician .... " (Emphasis added.) Thus, this
provision does contain a covenant- "Company shall pay to Physician," but this covenant
is preceded by language indicating the covenant is tied to certain conditions. The next
provision - subsection 3 .1 - contains the condition. This provision sets forth that Jordan
Valley will pay Dr. Skolnick a Guaranteed Monthly Amount. This provision then
specifies that "[a]ll such payments shall be made by Hospital directly to Physician as
required by the Recruitment Agreement." See Section 3.1 of Employment Agreement
(emphasis in original). After this provision, Dr. Skolnick then covenants to tum the
payment from Jordan Valley to the Company "immediately upon receipt." Finally, the
parties to the Employment Agreement covenant that "the Guaranteed Monthly Amount of
$39,583 shall be used by Company to pay Physician's Monthly Base Compensation .... "
17
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Under McArthur, this provision sets up covenants between Dr. Skolnick and
Exodus. Those covenants, however, are preceded by a condition. The condition is that
Jordan Valley must pay Dr. Skolnick a Guaranteed Monthly Amount. Then, the covenant
between Dr. Skolnick and Exodus contains one of the magic words contemplated in
McArthur: "provided." The covenant states: "Provided [the Guaranteed Monthly
Amount is paid], Physician shall then endorse over or pay to Company all such amounts
received from Hospital immediately upon receipt .... " (Emphasis Added.) Upon the
payment being made to Dr. Skolnick and Dr. Skolnick endorsing the payment to Exodus,
Exodus is then required to pay the Monthly Base Compensation to Dr. Skolnick.
Thus, the payment of the Guaranteed Monthly Amount is a condition precedent to
both Dr. Skolnick's obligation to endorse that payment over to Exodus and to Exodus'
obligation to pay her Monthly Base Compensation. The failure of the condition
precedent, which is wholly outside of either Dr. Skolnick' s or Exodus' control, relieves
both parties of the obligation to perform the contractual covenants set forth in subsections
3.1 and 3.2. In interpreting the Employment Agreement to require Exodus to pay Dr.
Skolnick regardless of Jordan Valley paying the Guaranteed Monthly Amount, the
district court improperly relieved Dr. Skolnick of her obligation to endorse the payment
to Exodus, but it still required Exodus to make the payment to Dr. Skolnick. This
interpretation is an improper interpretation of the contractual provisions. The failure of a
condition precedent relieves both parties of performance of the contract, and it cannot be
parsed to only relieve one party of the obligation while the other must fully perform.
Accordingly, the district court erred in its application of McArthur to the parties'
18
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Employment Agreement. The parties' agreement contains words that identify a condition
- "subject to" and "provided." Furthermore, the condition was an act to be performed by
Jordan Valley and outside of either Dr. Skolnick's or Exodus' control. In all respects, the
Employment Agreement contained a condition precedent to Exodus' obligation to pay
Dr. Skolnick Monthly Base Compensation. The district court erred in granting Dr.
Skolnick' s Motion for Summary Judgment.
Similar to a condition precedent, Jordan Valley's failure to provide Guaranteed
Monthly Amount payments frustrated the purpose of the Recruitment Agreement and
Employment Agreements and excused Exodus' performance. To excuse nonperformance
of a contract on the ground of commercial frustration, (1) the event must have made the
performance impracticable; (2) the .nonoccurrence of the event was a basic assumption on
which the contract was made; (3) the impracticability resulted without fault of the party
seeking to be excused; and ( 4) the party has not agreed, either expressly or impliedly, to
perform in spite of the impracticability. Waddy v. Riggleman, 606 S.E.2d 222,230
(W.Va. 2004); see also W. Properties v. S. Utah Aviation, Inc., 776 P.2d 656, 658 (Utah
Ct. App. 19 89) (citing Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 261 and holding that a party
was excused from performance under a construction contract).
Under the Employment and Recruitment Agreements, Exodus agreed to assist Dr.
Skolnick in building her practice and Jordan Valley agreed to fully fund both Dr.
Skolnick's salary and overhead for the first year of her practice. Furthermore, the
payment of the Guaranteed Monthly Amount was a basic assumption upon which the
contract was made. Indeed, Dr. Skolnick's pay was wholly dependent upon receipt of
19
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these payments. When Jordan Valley ceased making payments despite Exodus fulfilling
all of its obligations under the Recruitment Agreement, Exodus had no obligation to
continue to perform under the Employment Agreement. The provisions of the
Recruitment Agreement applicable to Exodus' obligation to pay Dr. Skolnick her
Monthly Based Compensation were specifically referenced and incorporated into the
Employment Agreement. It would be unreasonable to require Exodus to pay Dr.
Skolnick after the failure of the incorporated term of the Employment Agreement.
B.

The district court's construction of the Agreement does not give effect to
each provision.

The district court's interpretation of the Employment Agreement does not give
effect and meaning to each provision of the contract. "When interpreting a contract, a
court is to consider each provision 'in relation to all of the others, with a view toward
giving effect to all and ignoring none." Fairbourn Commercial, Inc. v. American Housing
Partners, Inc., 2004 UT 54, para. 10, 94 P.3d 292 (citation omitted). The district court's
interpretation that section 3 .1 was not a condition precedent violates this rule. First, it
ignores the plain language of the introductory clause in section 3 which defines that the
provisions of the section are "conditions." More importantly, it does not harmonize the
provisions of section 3, and it does not give meaning or effect to each of the provisions of
section 3.
G0J

In her complaint and her Motion for Summary Judgment, Dr. Skolnick argued that
Exodus breached the Agreement because it did not pay her wages as required in section 3
of the Agreement. Section 3 starts with the following language:
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3. COMPENSATION. Subject to the conditions set forth in this Section,
Company shall pay to Physician, as full payment for Physician's services
rendered hereunder and during the term of this Agreement:

(Emphasis added.) This introductory clause is significant for two reasons. First, the
plain language of the Agreement provides that payment is "subject to the conditions" set
forth in section 3. Accordingly, the Agreement defines the requirements of section 3 as
conditions necessary for payment. Second, what will be paid to Dr. Skolnick is not
defined in this introduction clause. The introductory clause provides "Company shall pay
to Physician ... :", but the clause does not define what is being paid. Thus, what is being
paid is defined in the following subsections of section 3 of the Agreement.
As discussed above, the subsections provide two different methods of
compensation: ( 1) "Section 3 .2, Year 1 Monthly Base Compensation"; and (2) "Section
3 .3, Year 2 and Later Years; Productivity Based Compensation." Before the two
methods of compensation are defined, however, the Agreement contains section 3.1
which addresses the Hospital Recruitment Agreement. Section 3.1 states: "The parties
agree that the Guaranteed Monthly Amount of $39,583 shall be used by Company to pay
Physician's Monthly Base Compensation during the term of this Agreement in
accordance with Section 3 .2". In section 3 .2, the amount of the Monthly Base
Compensation is defined - $250,000, and section 3.2 states: "The parties agree that the
Guaranteed Monthly Amount of $39,583.00 described in Section 3.1 shall be used to
cover Company's payment of Physician's Monthly Base Compensation for the first
twelve months during the term of this Agreement." Thus, the plain language of the
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Agreement memorializes the parties' mutual understanding that the Guaranteed Monthly
Amount was a contractual component of the Monthly Base Compensation.
The district court found and Dr. Skolnick argued that section 3.1 merely defined
how the Guaranteed Monthly Amount would be used, and the district court determined it
was not a condition precedent to Exodus' obligation to pay the Monthly Base
Compensation during the first year. Thus, the district court reasoned that the termination
or breach of the Recruitment Agreement had no effect on Exodus' obligation to pay Dr.
Skolnick. The district court's interpretation of section 3 of the Agreement renders section
3. I superfluous. If Exodus had an obligation to make the payment in section 3.2

GjJ

regardless of whether Jordan Valley paid the Guaranteed Monthly Amount, section 3. I
serves no purpose. Furthermore, the reference in section 3. I to section 3 .2 would have no
GdJ

purpose.
Accordingly, the district court's interpretation does not harmonize all of the
provisions contained in section 3 of the Employment Agreement. The beginning of

~

section 3 expressly states that Exodus' obligation to pay is conditioned on the following
subsecti~ns. The obligation to pay Monthly Base Compensation is conditioned on the

€iv

Guaranteed Monthly Amount being signed over from Dr. Skolnick to Exodus. Thus,
Exodus' obligation to pay Dr. Skolnick under subsection 3.2 during year 1 is conditioned
on Jordan Valley paying the Guaranteed Monthly Amount. Exodus' obligation to pay

Gtli

under section 3 .3 was also conditional. The payment under section 3 .3 did not arise until
either year 1 was complete or Dr. Skolnick elected to receive performance based pay.
Neither condition occurred. Thus, the district court erred in its interpretation.
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The proper construction of the Employment Agreement is that section 3 contains
two distinct methods of payment: ( 1) Monthly Base Compensation, and (2) Performance
Based Compensation. Section 3 .2 incorporates the provisions of section 3 .1, and it
restates some of the provisions of 3.1 for emphasis. In contrast, section 3.3 does not
reference or incorporate section 3 .1. Thus, section 3 .1 is a condition precedent to the
obligation to make the payment set forth in section 3 .2, but it is not a condition precedent
to the payment under section 3.3. Section 3.3 is triggered after year 1 was complete or
when Dr. Skolnick elected to use it. Under this interpretation, each provision of section 3
is given meaning and effect.
C.

The district court's interpretation of the Employment Agreement is
inconsistent with both parties' intent as memorialized in the contractual
provisions.

The two different methods of payment are significant and reflect the intent and
understanding of the parties. Specifically, the purpose for the two different methods of
payment rebuts Dr. Skolnick's argument that she did not intend to work for free, and
accordingly, her argument that Exodus had an obligation to pay her regardless of any
payments from Jordan Valley.
The contract was structured with the payments during the first year of her
employment conditioned on the Guaranteed Monthly Amount. This was necessary
because Dr. Skolnick was relocating and starting a new practice. The parties
contemplated that her practice would be unprofitable until it had been up and running for
a year. Moreover, in the event that her practice was profitable before th~ first year ended,
the contract allowed Dr. Skolnick, at her sole option, to switch to a more lucrative
23
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performance based pay. Absent Dr. Skolnick making this election, however, the contract
contained provisions to ensure that Exodus would not be responsible for subsidizing Dr.
Skolnick's practice and to ensure that Dr. Skolnick received a set salary. Rather, Jordan
Valley agreed to provide the Guaranteed Monthly Amount in order to entice Dr. Skolnick
to practice in the Hospital Service Area which was underserved by physicians with her
specialty. Finally, the Employment Agreement contemplated that the parties may decide
to renegotiate it at the end of the first year. Thus, the parties were protected from the
uncertainty of the first start up year, had a provision in place for performance based pay
in years 2 and 3, and contemplated renegotiating the Employment Agreement after more

Gtr.i

information was available to both parties on which to base future pay.
The district court's interpretation addressed none of these considerations or
provisions in the contract. For this reason, the district court's construction was contrary
to Utah law, and its grant of summary judgment to Dr. Skolnick was error. The district
court incorrectly stated that Exodus was aware that Jordan Valley was not going to make

~

Guaranteed Monthly Amount payments in November, and thus, Exodus allowed Dr.
Skolnick to continue to work when it knew Jordan Valley was not going to pay her.
Rather, the facts were Jordan Valley made the decision not to make the payments, but it
did not inform either party of its intent, it did not provide notice to Dr. Skolnick, and it
did not allow Dr. Skolnick an opportunity to cure any breach. The district court erred in
its interpretation of the Employment Agreement, and its grant of Dr. Skolnick's Motion
for Summary Judgment was improper.

Gv
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II.

The district court erred for three reasons when it awarded Dr. Skolnick all of
her requested attorney fees.
If this Court determines that the district court properly granted Dr. Skolnick's

Motion for Summary Judgment for her unpaid wages, Exodus requests this Court to
reverse the district court's order in which it awarded Dr. Skolnick both her attorney fees
for recovering her unpaid wages and her attorney fees incurred in defending against
Jordan Valley's claims under the Recruitment Agreement. The district court committed
three errors in its consideration of Dr. Skolnick's request for attorney fees.

A.

The district court erred when it determined the timeframe for objecting
under Rule 73(d) applied when Dr. Skolnick filed a motion to recover all of
her attorney fees incurred in the action.

The district court erred when it determined that Exodus' opposition to the amount
of attorney fees was untimely. Rule 73 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure sets forth
the procedure for requesting an award of attorney fees. Rule 73 contains two different
methods for requesting fees. Subparts (a), (b), and (c) provide the requirements for
requesting attorney fees by motion. Subpart ( d) provides the requirement for requesting
attorney fees after the court has determined liability for fees and only the amount of fees
is left to be decided. Whereas subparts (a), (b), and (c) prpvi~ed detailed requirements
for requesting attorney fees by motion, subpart (d) is more streamlined. Subpart ( d)
provides: "The court may decide issues of liability for fees before receiving submissions
on the value of services. If the court has established liability for fees, the party claiming
them may file an affidavit and a proposed order. The court will enter an order for the
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claimed amount unless another party objects within 7 days after the affidavit and
proposed order are filed." Utah R. Civ. Pro. 73(d).
In this case, the question is which provision of Rule 73 governs Dr. Skolnick's
request for attorney fees. The district court entered a Ruling and Order dated December
26, 2016. In that ruling, the district court awarded Dr. Skolnick her reasonable attorney·
fees as provided to the prevailing party in any dispute arising out of the Employment
Agreement. Because the district court determined liability for attorney fees in the
December Ruling and Order, Dr. Skolnick was entitled to avail herself of the provisions
of subpart (d) of Rule 73. As set forth above, Dr. Skolnick needed to only submit an
affidavit and proposed order. Upon submission of an affidavit and order, Exodus had 7
days in which to object to the amount requested. Under subpart (c), the affidavit
"reasonably describes the time spent and work performed," including who did the work
and the hourly rate for the person. Accordingly, subparts (c) and (d) set forth an
expedited process after liability is determined and only requires the moving party to
identify who did the work, how much work was done, and what the rate was for the work
done.
The streamlined approach provided for in Rule 73(d) makes sense when liability
has been determined. The supporting affidavit must only provide the amount of work
done and the rate. The timeframe for an objection is shortened because only the amount
of work and rate are subject to an objection. Rule 73(d) does not contemplate that either
party will be arguing issues related to liability for fees.
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While Dr. Skolnick could have simply filed an affidavit and proposed order for the
fees reasonably incurred in recovering her unpaid wages, she filed a motion and affidavit
as provided in subparts (a), (b), and (c). Furthermore, Dr. Skolnick did not request only
the attorney fees incurred in recovering her lost wages; rather, she also requested all of
her attorney fees incurred for both defending against Jordan Valley's claim for breach of
the Recruitment Agreement and her attorney fees for recovering her unpaid wages under
the Employment Agreement. When it determined liability for attorney fees, however, the
district court did not state that Dr. Skolnick was entitled to recover all her attorney fees
from Exodus. Instead, the district court determined that she could recover her attorney
fees under the Employment Agreement from Exodus. Thus, Exodus' liability for
attorney fees arising out of the Recruitment Agreement was not determined by the Court.
Since liability for all of the attorney fees that Dr. Skolnick requested had not been
determined, a motion and supporting affidavit under Rule 73(a), (b), and (c) was both
necessary and proper. The time for a response to a motion for attorney fees is governed
by Rule 7 as opposed to Rule 73(d).
In its order dated March 27, 2017, the district court determined that Rule 73
governed the time frame for Exodus' objection. The district court determined that
Exodus had only 7 days in which to object. Thus, the district court concluded that
Exodus' objection was untimely, no extension was warranted, and Dr. Skolnick was
entitled to recover all of her attorney fees because no objection was made to her
requested amount.
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This ruling was in error. Because Dr. Skolnick filed a motion for attorney fees,
the timeframe under subpart (d) did not apply to limit the time to object to 7 days.
Instead, Rule 7(d)(l) applied and allowed Exodus 14 days in which to respond. Dr.
Skolnick was required to file a motion because Rule 73(b) provides what must be
contained in the motion. Specifically, where Dr. Skolnick was arguing that she was
entitled to recover all of her attorney fees related to two separate contracts and involving
claims against different parties to the action, she had to comply with Rule 73(b) in order
to demonstrate the basis for her requested attorney fees and why such a request was
reasonable. Rule 7 provides that Exodus had 14 days in which to respond to Dr.
Skolnick's request to recover all the attorney fees incurred in defending against Jordan
Valley's claim and in recovering her unpaid wages from Exodus. The district court's
March 27, 2017 Ruling and Order applying Rule 73( d) instead of Rule 7 was error.
B.

Dr. Skolnick extended the time for Exodus' objection when she filed a
supplemental affidavit for additional attorney fees.

The district court awarded Dr. Skolnick all of her requested attorney fees that were
contained in her first motion and affidavit and also in her supplemental affidavit;
however, the district court did not extend the time for Exodus' objection. Dr. Skolnick's

®

supplemental affidavit was filed 11 days after her initial motion and affidavit. Under
Rule 73( d), Exodus should have had until February 20, 2017 in which to file an objection
to the February 13th supplemental affidavit. Exodus filed its objection to both Dr.
Skolnick's February 2nd motion and affidavit and her February 13th supplemental
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affidavit on February 16th. Exodus also filed a motion to set aside the district court's
~

February 16th Order.
In its March 27, 2017 Ruling and Order, the district court ignored that Dr.
Skolnick had filed a supplemental affidavit to support a portion of her requested attorney
fees. The district court did not consider Exodus' objection which was filed within 7 days
of Dr. Skolnick's supplemental affidavit. Accordingly, the district court erred in its
application of Rule 73 because Exodus did timely object to the supplemental affidavit,
and the district court declined to consider it because it determined it was untimely.
C.

The district court improperly concluded that Rule 73(d) precluded it from
considering that some or all of the requested attorney fees were not
·
reasonable.

After determining that a portion of Dr. Skolnick's claimed attorney fees were not
related to her claim for unpaid wages under her Employment Agreement with Exodus,
the district court reduced the amount of requested fees and entered an Order dated
February 28, 2017. Later, the district court reinstated the full amount of the fees because
it determined Exodus had not timely objected pursuant to Rule 73(d). In its February 28,
2017 Ruling and Order, the district court determined that a portion of Dr. Skolnick's
requested attorney fees were not related to her claim to recovering her unpaid wages.
Specifically, the district court stated: "As to reasonableness the court has done the best
the court can do, and determining that some of the work done by plaintiffs counsel was
indeed based on defending against claims by others against plaintiff, the court will amend
the judgment at [sic] to attorney fees and award attorney fees in the sum of $24,300.00
rather than the $42,849.50 awarded." Dr. Skolnick never presented any argument that the
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district court was incorrect in this ruling. Thus, no basis exists to find that Dr. Skolnick's
request for all of her attorney fees was related only to her efforts to recover unpaid

®

wages. Later, in its March 27, 2017 Ruling and Order, the district court reversed itself
and reinstated the full amount of the award of attorney fees solely because it determined
that Exodus had failed to timely object. It did not find that the merits of Exodus'
objection were not correct.
Rule 73(d) does contain language which suggests that a district court should award
the full amount claimed - "The court will enter an order for the claimed amount unless
another party objects." Utah R. Civ. P. 73(d). Notwithstanding this language, a district
court is not obligated to enter an order awarding attorney fees that are not reasonable or
which it deems unsupported or unconscionable.
In this case, the district court had previously made a determination that Exodus
was liable for attorney fees incurred in recovery of lost wages under the Employment
Agreement. See Ruling and Order, dated December 27, 2016 at p. 20. The district court
stated: "Skolnick is entitled to attorney fees and costs under the Employment
Agreement." The district court's February 28, 2017 Ruling and Order determined that a
portion of Dr. Skolnick's claimed attorney fees were related to claims against Jordan
Valley and related to the Recruitment Agreement. (R. 23 14) Because the district court's
December 27~ Order did not find Exodus was liable for attorney fees related to the
Recruitment Agreement, the provisions of Rule 73(d) did not govern the district court's
consideration of Dr. Skolnick's requested attorney fees because no liability determination
existed with respect to the Recruitment Agreement. Thus, it was error for the district
30
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court to reinstate the full amount of requested fees when no prior determination of
liability existed on which to base a Rule 73(d) submission.
Moreover, the district court's December Ruling and Order stated that Exodus
could respond as to necessity and reasonableness. This language is broader than the
provisions of Rule 73(d) which only require a party to submit who worked, for how long,
and at what rate. Indeed, a determination of reasonableness has been the touchstone for
any award of attorney fees under Utah law. See Foote v. Clark, 962 P.2d 52, 56 (Utah
1998) (discussing a fairness standard to an award of attorney fees); Dixie State Bankv.

Bracken, 164 P.2d 985, 989 (Utah 1988) (setting fort~ 4 questions the court must address
in an award of attorney fees); Cabrera v. Cottrell, 694 P.2d 622, 6245-25 (Utah 1985)
(setting forth 7 factors to determine reasonableness of requested attorney fees). Given the
district court's language in its finding of liability in the December ruling, it was error for
the district court to reverse itself and award attorney fees which it had determined were
unrelated to its liability determination and which were unreasonable. Exodus requests
that this Court vacate the district court's award of attorney fees to Dr. Skolnick.

CONCLUSION
Exodus requests this Court reverse the district court's grant of summary judgment
to Dr. Skolnick and remand for further proceedings consistent with the Court's
determination on appeal.

If this Court determines the grant of summary judgment was proper, Exodus
requests this Court vacate the award of attorney fees and remand the issue back to the
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district court to determine the reasonable amount of attorney fees related to Dr.
Skolnick's claim•for unpaid wages.

DATED this&_~ of October, 2017.
RICHARDS BRANDT MILLER NELSON

)
JOHNSON
YE. PETERSON
KOCHEVAR
Attorneys for Appellant
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRI~Lli:D
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY,
THIRD DISTRICT COURT
WEST JORDAN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH
DEC 2 7

2016

WEST JORDAN DEPT.

SARA SKOLNICK,

RULING and ORDER

Plaintiff, Counterclaim
Plaintiff, and Counterclaim
Defendant,

{J-'

Case No. 150900747
Judge BRUCE C. LUBECK

vs.
EXODUS HEALTHCARE NETWORK and
JORDAN VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER,

DATE: December 27, 2016

Defendants, Counterclaim
Plaintiffs, and
Counterclaim Defendants.

The above matter came before the court on December 23, 2016
for oral argument on motion of defendant, counterclaim plaintiff,
and counterclaim defendant Exodus· Healthcare Network PLLC's
("Exodus") for summary judgment. Also before the court for
argument was the motion of plaintiff, counterclaim plaintiff and
counterclaim defendant Sara Skolnick {"Skolnick") for summary
judgment. The court also now addresses, although it was not
scheduled for oral argument, the motion of defendant,
counterclaim plaintiff, and counterclaim defendant Jordan Valley
Medical Center {"Jordan Valley") to Alter or Amend Court's Ruling
and Order Dated June 24, 2015.

Skolnick was present through Gary R. Guelker and Janet I.
Jenson, Exodus was present through Cortney Kochevar and Gary L.
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Johnson and Jordan Valley was present through Jonathan A. Dibble.
At oral argument Jordan Valley indicated it had resolved
through mediation all the claims between Jordan Valley, Skolnick
and Exodus.

Thus, Jordan Valley did not participate directly in

these motions although it filed pleadings with respect to each of
the motions of Exodus and Skolnick.

Further, that announcement

informs the court as to the outstanding motion of Jordan Valley
to alter or amend a previous order.

Exodus filed its motion for summary judgment on October 6,
2016. Skolnick responded by filing an opposition memorandum and a
competing motion for summary judgment on October 20, 2016. Jordan
Valley filed a Statement of Facts in response to Skolnick's
motion on October 26, 2016.

Exodus filed a reply to Skolnick's

opposition on November 3, 2016. Exodus then submitted its motion
for decision on November 4, 2016.

Based thereon, oral argument

on both motions was scheduled, the court realizing Skolnick's
motion was pending and would be briefed before the scheduled oral
argument.

On November 21, 2016, Exodus filed an opposition to
Skolnick's motion for summary judgment. Jordan Valley filed a
response to the opposition of Exodus on December 6, 2016.
Skolnick replied and submitted her motion for decision on

-2-
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December 8, 2016. The court, as noted, had already scheduled
argument on Skolnick's motion when it scheduled Exodus' motion.

Oral argument was held and the court took the issues under
advisement. Before the hearing the court carefully considered the
memoranda and other materials submitted by the parties.

Since

taking the issues under advisement, the court has further
considered the law and facts relating to the issues.

Now being

fully advised, the court renders the following Ruling and Order.

BACKGROUND
Skolnick

filed suit against Exodus on February 2, 2015,

stating a single cause of action entitled by caption: "Claim for
Unpaid Wages."

The body of the claim states that Skolnick and

Exodus entered into an employment agreement, that Exodus
terminated Skolnick's employment, that Exodus failed to pay
Skolnick the wages she earned between November 22, 2014 and
January 13, 2015, and that the unpaid wages amount to $35,707.92.
It also states that on January 15, 2015, Skolnick provided Exodus
with a written demand for her unpaid wages, but that Exodus had
still failed to pay.

As a result, Skolnick's claim requests

$684.93 from Exodus for each day since then pursuant to Utah Code
Ann. § 34-28-5.

Finally, Skolnick demands attorneys' fees

pursuant to Utah Code Ann.

§

34-27-1.

-3-
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Skolnick's claim is predicated upon the terms of an
Associate Physician Employment Agreement ("Employment Agreement")
signed by Skolnick and Exodus in November, 2013, Exodus signing
on November 20 and Skolnick on November 24, 2013.

The Employment

Agreement incorporates a Recruitment Agreement to Existing
Medical Practice ("Recruitment Agreement") which was signed by
Skolnick and Jordan Valley Medical Center ("Jordan Valley") on
January 30, 2014.

~either party discussed any ramifications of

an earlier contract incorporating an as yet unsigned agreement,
so the court does not address that issue. There is also a
Recruitment Agreement Addendum ("Addendum") which was attached
to, and made part of, the Recruitment Agreement, also signed by
Skolnick, Jordan Valley, and Exodus on January 30, 2014. Several
Exhibits were also signed that same date, which were incorporated
into the basic agreement. While lengthy, in summary the terms of
these agreements call for Jordan Valley to make monthly payments
directly to Skolnick, for Skolnick to endorse those payments over
to Exodus, and for Exodus to use those funds to pay Skolnick's
monthly salary. Exodus asserts that this arrangement was intended

&/

to prevent running afoul of anti-kickback statutes.

Skolnick began work at Jordan Valley for Exodus on or about
March 3, 2014.

On December 1, 2014, in accordance with the terms

of her contract, Skolnick notified Exodus that she would be
-4-
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terminating her employment 90 days later, on February 28, 2015.
Skolnick continued to work for Exodus until January 13, 2015,
when Skolnick received notice that Exodus was termina~ing her for
cause.

Skolnick never received payment from Exodus for the work

she performed between November 22, 2014 and January 13, 2015 and
that remains undisputed.
Jordan Valley stopped making its monthly payments to
Skolnick in late November 2014.

Exodus denies any knowledge

regarding Jordan Valley's lack of payments to Skolnick, and
claims in its counterclaim that Skolnick ceased turning over her
monthly payment from Jordan Valley, which Exodus used to fund
Skolnick's paychecks, in November, 2014.

Exodus filed the present motion for summary judgment arguing
that Skolnick's claim is a claim for unpaid wages under the Utah
Labor Code which Exodus asserts is inapplicable here because the
parties' relationship was governed by written agreements.
Skolnick disagrees, and argues that her claim is for breach of
contract rather than a claim under the Labor Code·.

Skolnick also

argues the Employment Agreement incorporates the Labor Code.
Exodus also argues that, even if Skolnick's claim is for
breach of contract, Exodus was excused or prevented from
performing its obligation to pay Skolnick when Jordan Valley
stopped issuing payments to Skolnick. In short, Exodus argues

-5-
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that payment by Jordan Valley to Skolnick under the Recruitment
Agreement was a condition precedent to Exodus paying Skolnick's
salary under the Employment Agreement.

Skolnick's motion for summary judgment against Exodus is
premised on her assertion that the Employment Agreement obligated
Exodus to pay her salary regardless of whether Jordan Valley
issued any checks to her.

Skolnick argues that she performed her

duties under the Employment Agreement, including providing
professional medical services and she forwarded any and all
checks she received from Jordan Valley to Exodus.

Exodus

continued to bill for the services of Skolnick during that time.
Exodus does not contest Skolnick's assertions regarding her
performance.

It does argue that Skolnick's Complaint is

deficient and that Exodus was excused from performing its
obligation under the Employment Agreement when Jordan Valley
ceased issuing payments to Skolnick.

DISCUSSION
Sufficiency of Claim for Breach of Contract
The court first considers whether Skolnick has adequately
pleaded a claim for breach of contract. The court agrees with
Exodus that the provisions of

UCA

Title

34

Chapter

28

are

inapplicable in this case given that there was an independent

-6-
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employment agreement governing payment of salary.
In Utah, a claim for relief must include a short and plain
(1) statement of the claim showing that the party is entitled to
relief; and (2) demand for judgment for specified relief.
R. Civ. P. 8(a).

Utah

"Utah's notice pleading requirements are

liberal and all that is required is that t~e pleadings be
sufficient to give fair notice of the nature and basis of the
claim asserted and a general indication of the type of litigation
involved."

Berg v. Berg, 2012 UT App 142,

1075 (citation omitted).

10, 278 P.3d 1071,

"[E]ven if a complaint is vague,

inartfully drafted, a bare-bones outline, or not a model of
specificity, the complaint may still be adequate so long as it
can reasonably be read as supporting a claim for relief, giving
the defendant[s] notice of that claim." Zisumbo v. Ogden Reg'l

Med. Ctr., 2015 UT App 240,

11, 360 P.3d 758, 760 (quoting

Casaday v. Allstate Ins. Co., 2010 UT App 82,

16, 232 P.3d 1075)

(citations and internal quotation marks omitted).

Here, Skolnick's Complaint is premised on the Employment
Agreement under which Exodus agreed to pay her a salary in
exchange for her medical services. This complaint could have been
more clear and eliminated a heading which clearly states "Claim
for Unpaid Wages" and refers UCA Title 34 Chapter 28.

Skolnick

states that Exodus failed to pay her the wages she earned between
-7-
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November 22, 2014 and January 13, 2015.

Exodus does not dispute

that. Finally, Skolnick claims those unpaid wages amount to
$35,707.92.

These assertions, though inartfully made under a

heading entitled "Claim for Unpaid Wages" rather than "Claim for
Breach of Contract," are sufficient to support a claim for breach
of contract in this court's opinion.

"The elements of a prima

facie case for breach of contract are (1) a contract, (2)
performance by the party seeking recovery,

(3) breach of the

~

contract by the other party, and (4) damages." Bair v. Axiom

Design, LLC, 2001 UT 20,

~

14, 20 P.3d 388.

By citing the

parties' Employment Agreement as the basis of her claim,
indicating her performance under the Agreement, and claiming a
breach by Exodus resulting in damages, Skolnick put Exodus on
reasonable notice of a claim for breach of contract, despite her
inartful "Claim for Unpaid Wages" and reference to the Utah Labor
Code in support of her claim for fees and ongoing wages.

Furthermore, Exodus has behaved for some time as if it
understood the basis of the claim asserted against it to be the
Employment Agreement, rather than the Labor Code.

On May 1,

2015, Exodus filed a Motion to Dismiss for Failure to Join an
Indispensable Party.

Exodus argued in that motion that Jordan

Valley was an indispensable party because this case was based on
the written contracts between Skolnick, Exodus, and Jordan
-8-
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Valley.

By its own course of conduct, Exodus has demonstrated

that it has been on notice of a claim based in contract, not the
Labor Code, since at least that time.

Summary Judgment
Having determined that Skolnick has adequately made a claim
for breach of contract, the court turns to the parties' remaining
arguments on summary judgment.

"Summary judgment is appropriate

when the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and
admissions on file, together with affidavits, if any, show there
is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving
party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. 11

Kingston v.

State Farm Auto. Ins. Co., 2015 UT App 28, 113, 344 P.3d 167,
171 cert. denied sub nom. Kingston v. Daybell, 352 P.3d 106 {Utah
2015}.

On a motion for summary judgment, the court views the

facts and reasonable inferences therefrom in the light most
favorable to the nonmoving party.

Morra v. Grand County, 2010 UT

21, ~12, 230 P.3d 1022.
In this case, concerning the motion of Exodus where it is
the moving party but Skolnick bears the burden of proof at trial,
Exodus may satisfy its burden on summary judgment by showing, by
reference to the record, that there is no genuine issue of
material fact.

Upon such a showing, the burden shifts to

Skolnick, as the nonmoving party, who must set forth specific
-9-

~
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facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial.

As to

Skolnick's motion, as the moving party and the party bearing the
burden of proof on her claim, Skolnick has the affirmative duty
to provide the court with facts that demonstrate both that she is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law and that there are no
material issues of fact that would require resolution at trial.

Orvis v. Johnson, 177 P.3d 600 (UT 2008).

Here, Skolnick and Exodus agree that-they are parties to the
Employment Agreement, that Skolnick performed her duties under
that agreement, that Exodus did not pay the salary Skolnick
earned between November 22, 2014 and January 13, 2015, and that
those wages remain unpaid.

These material facts are undisputed.

The only point of disagreement between the parties is whether the
terms of the Employment Agreement excused Exodus from paying
Skolnick when Jordan Valley ceased making payments to Skolnick
under the Recruitment Agreement.

Because summary judgment may

only be awarded were the movant is entitled to judgment as a
matter of law, the court proceeds to consider the terms and legal
effect of the Employment Agreement.

Employment Agreement Terms and Effect
Under basic rules of contract interpretation, courts "first
look to the writing alone to determine its meaning and the intent

-10-
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of the contracting parties." Giusti v. Sterling Wentworth Corp.,
2009

UT

2,

~

44, 201 P.3d 966, holding modified by Central Utah

Water Conservancy Dist. v. King, 2013 UT 13, 297 P.3d 619.

"If

the language within the four corners of the contract is
r

unambiguous, the parties' intentions are determined from the
plain meaning of the contractual language, and the contract may
be interpreted as a matter of law."
2013

UT

Nolin v. S & S Const., Inc.,

App 94, 112, 301 P.3d 1026, 1029.

Here, there is no claim by either party that the Employment
Agreement is ambiguous even though each party claims the court
should interpret it in a certain way. A contract is ambiguous if
it there is more than one reasonable interpretation because of
uncertain meanings of terms, missing terms, or other facial
deficiencies.
2009 UT 6.

Cafe Rio, Inc. V. Larkin-Gifford-Overton, LLC,

It may therefore be interpreted as a matter of law.

The court does so and concludes it is not an ambiguous contract.
In relevant part, the Employment Agreement Section 3.1, Hospital
Recruitment Agreement, states:
3. COMPENSATION. Subject to the conditions set forth in this
Section, [Exodus], as full payment for [Skolnick's] services
rendered hereunder and during the term of this Agreement:
Section 3.1 Hospital Recruitment Agreement. Physician
has entered into a Recruitment Agreement to Existing
Medical Practice ("Recruitment Agreement") with Jordan
Hospital, a Campus of Jordan Valley Medical Center
("Hospital"), under which Physician is entitled to
receive the following: (1) a "Guaranteed Monthly
-11-
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Amount" of $39,583; (2) relocation expenditures of up
to $15,000; (3) marketing expenditures of up to $5,000;
and (4) $20,000 payable upon execution of the
Recruitment Agreement. The total of such payments is
defined in the Recruitment Agreement as the "Total
Guaranteed Amount," not to exceed $515,000 [ . . . ] .
All such payments shall be made by Hospital directly to
Physician as required by the Recruitment Agreement.
Provided, Physician shall then endorse or pay to
Company all such amounts received from Hospital
immediately upon receipt, or as soon as reasonably
practical thereafter. The parties agree that the
Guaranteed Monthly Amount of $39,583 shall be used by
Company to pay Physician's Monthly Base Compensation
during the term of this Agreement [ . . . ] .

(Italics in original; bold emphasis added). Again, when the
Employment Agreement was signed there was no Recruitment
Agreement signed, but neither party discussed or briefed that
issue and the court accepts that the above provision, though not
factually correct, "[Skolnick] has entered into a Recruitment

~

Agreement" has validity.
Exodus reads these provisions to state that it could pay
Skolnick, and was required to pay Skolnick, only from the funds
forwarded by Jordan Valley under the Recruitment Agreement.

The

court disagrees. Skolnick continued to work with patients and
perform the duties under the agreement and Exodus continued to
bill patients of Skolnick for the services she rendered. Exodus
knew by late November 2014 that Jordan Valley was not performing
under the Recruitment Agreement yet Exodus did not terminate
Skolnick until January 13, 2015. The terms of the agreement
dictate what Exodus must do with any funds it receives indirectly
-12-
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from Jordan Valley.

The agreement is not a condition precedent

and does not state that Exodus is obligated to pay Skolnick only
from the funds provided by Jordan Valley to Skolnick. Nowhere
does the agreement state that Exodus could not pay Skolnick using
another source of funds (including the billings submitted by
Exodus to patients for the work Skolnick performed), nor does the
Employment Agreement use any of the language typically associated
with a condition precedent. The court has carefully examined the
various addendum and Exhibits, including those referenced at oral
argument, and the court concludes those only relate to the
permissible uses of those funds, that Exodus must not those for
other purposes.
The basics of the agreement are that Exodus shall pay
Skolnick for services rendered.

The contract cannot be read,

considering it as a whole, to mean that Skolnick would work for
no pay if for some reason Jordan Valley stopped payment under the
Recruitment Agreement.

Exodus was to receive, indirectly, from

Jordan Valley, a monthly sum but the agreement does not to this
court's reading say more than that Exodus is not entitled to use
that sum for any reason it desires.
Skolnick.

It must use that to pay

The provision that Exodus will pay Skolnick for

services rendered is the principal element.

Exodus is not

excused from paying Skolnick if Jordan Valley does not provide
funds to Skolnick. That claimed interpretation of Exodus is

-13-
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rejected by the court as unreasonable and inequitable.
The issues of when, how, why and if Jordan Valley stopped
making payments under the Recruit Agreement were the subject of
Jordan Valley's claims against Skolnick and Exodus and Skolnick's
counter claim against Jordan Valley, but those issues do not
control this Employment Agreement and those issues have now been
resolved by mediation of those parties.

The court finds Exodus has not presented any factual
disputes that are material.

Exodus argues that Jordan Valley's

claimed lack of payment to Skolnick creates factual disputes. The
court finds those are not facts at all given the court's legal
interpretation of the Employment Agreement and its plain
language.

Whether Exodus was obligated to pay Skolnick in the absence
of funds from Jordan Valley requires the court to consider
whether the terms related to payment of such funds constituted a
covenant or a condition.

The distinction between covenants and

conditions precedent is significant, as recently explained by the
Utah Supreme Court in recent case, McArthur v. State Farm Mut.
Auto. Ins. Co., 2012 UT 22, 274 P.3d 981.

A covenant is a

"promise[] between the parties to the contract about their mutual
obligations," Id. at

1

28 (quoting HOWARD 0. HUNTER, MODERN LAW
-14-
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OF CONTRACTS§ 10:1 (2012), while a condition is "an event, not
certain to occur, which must occur ... before performance under a
contract becomes due.

11

Id. at

1

29 (quoting RESTATEMENT

(SECOND) OF CONTRACTS§ 224 (1981).

"If a contractual provision

is deemed a covenant, it creates specific legal duties for the
parties and gives rise to remedies in the case of a breach,"
including claims for breach of contract.

Id. at~ 28.

If, on

the other hand, a contractual provision is deemed a condition,
"no duties arise between the contracting parties until the
condition has been fulfilled" and "parties whose obligations are
dependent on a condition precedent have no right to contract
remedies until that condition is fulfilled and a binding covenant
is thereby formed."

Id. at

1 28-29.

The court also explained

the proper way to distinguish a covenant from a condition,
stating that:
The determination whether a given contractual provision
is a covenant or a condition is generally a question of
the intent of the parties to the contract. "Words such
as 'on condition that,' 'if,' and 'provided,' are words
of condition, and in the absence of indication to the
contrary, the employment of such words in a contract
creates conditions precedent."
Id at

1

32.

In this case, the intent of the parties is clearly

stated in the Section 3.1 of the Employment Agreement, which
identifies Exodus as the "Company."

Employment Agreement, p. 1.

After stating that the Guaranteed Monthly Amount "shall be used
to pay Physician's Monthly Base Compensation," it clearly notes
-15-
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that "[t]he intent of the above provision is to ensure that all
such amounts are paid by the Company ("Group") in accordance with
Exhibit C, Guarantee, and Attachment A, Initial Expense
Worksheet, to the Recruit~ent Agreement in calculating the final
reconciliation set forth in Exhibit C to the Recruitment
Agreement."

Those documents pertain to the repayment schedule

for the loan extended to Skolnick during her first year in
practice.

In other words, the terms of the Employment Agreement

itself explain that the intent of the parties was to limit
Exodus' use of any monies received indirectly from Jordan Valley.
It was not the parties' intent to limit Exodus duty to pay
Skolnick her salary, or limit its ability to use funds outside of
those provided by Jordan Valley.
indicated by the lack of any
3.1 1 •

The parties' intent is further

"words of condition" in Section

The court therefore determines that Section 3.1 does not

contain any condition precedent, and that Exodus' obligation to
pay Skolnick was not predicated upon the receipt of payments from
Jordan Valley.
Skolnick's claims that Jordan Valley may be ultimately
responsible has been resolved.

That claim does not preclude

Skolnick's claim that Exodus has not paid her salary.

1

The court notes that Section 3, "Compensation," states that Exodus shall make
payments to Skolnick "[s]ubject to the conditions set forth in this Section." Section 3 includes
many subsections, most of which have no bearing on this issue. Some may contain the
. "conditions" mentioned. Section 3.1 does not.
-16-
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The court has determined that based on these agreements,
Title 34 Chapter 28 is not applicable. Thus, Skolnick is NOT
entitled to any ongoing penalty or payment.

However, the

existence of this Employment Agreement does not eliminate the
provisions of Title 34 Chapter 27, Section 1, which provides in
summary that attorney fees may be awarded in a suit to recover
unpaid wages. Moreover, the Employment Agreement itself, Section
9.1, provides the prevailing party is entitled to recovery
attorney fees.

The court therefore concludes that Skolnick is entitled to
relief as a matter of law.

Skolnick is thus entitled to summary

judgment on her contract claim. Exodus is not entitled to summary
judgment dismissing that breach of contract claim.

June 25. 2015 Order
Although noticed for oral argument and not discussed there
in depth, and probably rendered moot by the announcement at oral
argument that Jordan Valley had resolved its claims and disputes
with Exodus and Skolnick, Jordan Valley's Motion to Alter or
Amend Court's Ruling and Order Dated June 24, 2015 is relevant to
this ruling on summary judgment.

That motion to alter a prior

ruling was filed on November 8, 2016, and opposed by Exodus on
December 1, 2016.

Jordan Valley filed a reply and a notice to

-17-
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submit on December 12, 2016.

Neither party requested oral

argument and so the court did not schedule oral argument.

Jordan Valley objects to a single sentence contained in the
court's earlier order: uThe terms of the employment agreement
render it impossible for Skolnick and Exodus to perform their
contractual obligations without the cooperation of Jordan
Valley."

June 24, 2015 Ruling and Order, pp. 6-7.

Exodus cited

that statement in its argument on the motion of Exodus for
summary judgment.

That statement was made by the court in the

context of an analysis on whether Jordan Valley was an
indispensable party to this suit based on the motion of Exodus to
dismiss based on failure to name an indispensable party, and was
not strictly accurate. In fact, the court now determines that it
was an incorrect statement after further consideration of the
issues and agreements. It was not meant as a determination of
liability and was not made in the context of these summary
judgment motions.

The court would have granted the motion of

Jordan Valley to alter its earlier ruling pursuant to Utah Rule
of Civil Procedure 54{b) had it not been rendered moot by the
resolution announced by Jordan Valley. That rule provides that,
in the absence of an order to the contrary, uany order or other
decision, however designated, that adjudicates fewer than all the
claims or the rights and liabilities of fewer than all the

-18-
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parties does not end the action as to any of the claims or
parties, and may be changed at any time before the entry of
judgment adjudicating all the claims and the rights and

liabilities of all the parties.

(Emphasis added).

However, given that it is now legally moot, the court does
not rule on the motion of Jordan Valley to alter that prior order
but explains that its ruling on these motions for summary
judgment do not depend on that inaccurate and wrong statement of
the court in that earlier ruling of the court on a different
issue.

When that ruling was made Jordan Valley had not had not

been joined as a party, and therefore had not had an opportunity
to be heard on this issue.

This discussion also reflects the

court's interpretation of the Employment Agreement, as discussed
above.

CONCLUSION

Skolnick's Motion for Summary Judgment on her claim against
Exodus Healthcare Network for Breach of Contract is GRANTED as
prayed in the complaint in the sum of $35,707.92.

Exodus's

Motion for Summary Judgment regarding Skolnick's complaint is
DENIED.

Jordan Valley's Motion to Alter or Amend the Court's

Ruling and Order Dated June 24, 2015 is MOOT.

-19-
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Skolnick is to provide a suggested form of Judgment
including a blank space for attorney fees and leaving the total
judgment blank. Skolnick is entitled to attorney fees and costs
under the Employment Agreement. Counsel is to provide an
affidavit of fees, Exodus may respond as to necessity and
reasonableness, and the court will rule by filing out the amount
of fees to be allowed and the total judgment based on the amount
of fees and costs added to the judgment of $35,707.92.
DATED this

&7

day o f ~

,2016.
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people for case 150900747 by the method and on the date specified.
EMAIL:
MANUAL EMAIL:
MANUAL EMAIL:
MANUAL EMAIL:
MANUAL

@

GARY R GUELKER gary@jandglegal.com
JANET I JENSON janet@jandglegal.com
GARY L JOHNSON gary-johnson@rbmn.com
CORTNEY KOCHEVAR cortney-kochevar@rbmn.com

12/27/2016

/s/ RHONDA MEEKS

Date:
~

Deputy Court Clerk

ij)

~
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The Order of the Court is stated below:
Dated: February 16, 2017
/s/ Bruce
07:28:31 AM

1:1rt.·"'ll'2"2l!II-

Proposed judgment prepared by:
GARY R. GUELKER (Bar No. 8474)
JANET I. JENSON (Bar No. 4226)
JENSON & GUELKER, PLLC
747 East South Temple, Suite 130
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
Telephone: (801) 579-0800
Facsimile: (801) 579-0801
Attorneys for Dr. Sara Skolnick
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

SARA SKOLNICK, M.D.

FINAL JUDGMENT

Plaintiff, Counterclaim Plaintiff and
Counterclaim Defendant,

Consolidated Case No. 150900747
Judge Bruce C. Lubeck

vs.

EXODUS HEALTHCARE NETWORK,
P.L.L.C., and JORDAN VALLEY MEDICAL
CENTER, LP
Defendants, Count~rclaim Plaintiffs and
Counterclaim Defendants.

Based on the stipulations of the parties, as well as the court's Ruling and Order dated December 27,
2016, it is hereby ORDERED and ADJUDGED as follows:
1. On Dr. Sara Skolnick's cause of action against Exodus Healthcare Network, PLLC
("Exodus") for unpaid wages, Dr. Skolnick shall recover from Exodus $35,707.92, plus
prejudgment interest in the amount of $7,141.58 pursuant to Utah Code Section 15-1-1, plus
post judgment interest at the rate of2.65% per year, plus costs and attorney's fees in the

February 16, 2017 07:28 AM
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amount of$ 42, 489 .50, which is a slight reduction from that requested,. As such, a judgment
shall be entered against Exodus in the amount of $85,740.00. All of the parties' remaining
claims are dismissed with prejudice pursuant to the stipulations of the parties, with each
party to bear its own fees and costs, subject to the court's award of attorney's fees to Dr.
Skolnick stated above.
*Executed and Entered by the Court as indicated by the date and seal at the top of this
Judgment.*

Approved as to form:
RICHARDS BRANDT MILLER NELSON
Isl Cortney Kochevar
Gary L. Johnson
Cortney Kochevar
Attorneys for Exodus Healthcare Network, P.L.L. C.
(Signed by filing attorney with Ms. Kochevar 's permission)

~

~
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I state that on January 3, 2017, I served a true and correct copy of the forgoing FINAL

JUDGMENT on the following via electronic mail:
Gary L. Johnson
Cortney Kochevar
Richards Brandt Miller Nelson
Gar_y-Johnson@rbmn.com
Cortney-Kochevar@rbmn.com
Jonathan A. Dibble
Ray Quinney & Nebeker
idibble@rqn.com

Isl Garv R. Guelker
GARY R. GUELKER
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTR.fll 28 2017
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY,
WEsr JOlffl)a,.,
WEST JORDAN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF UTAH
-<..tl}-., .. ,, DEPT:
SARA SKOLNICK,

Plaintiff, Counterclaim
Plaintiff, and Counterclaim
Defendant,

I

~

; (ijl

RULING and ORDER SETTING
ASIDE AND MODIFYING

JUDGMENT OF FEBRUARY 16,
2017

vs.

Case No. 150900747

EXODUS HEALTHCARE NETWORK and
JORDAN VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER,

Judge BRUCE C. LUBECK

Defendants, Counterclaim
Plaintiffs, and
Counterclaim Defendants.

DATE: February 28, 2017

The above matter came before the court for decision on a
request to submit filed by defendant Exodus to set aside a
judgment of attorney fees entered February 16, 2017.

The court has examined the pleadings and does not believe
oral argument would assist the court.

~

On February 2, 2017, plaintiff filed a motion for and an
affidavit of attorney fees.

Plaintiff submitted an order as well

and it remained in the court's signing queue for 14 days.

Upon

noting that no response was filed, and believing that if there
was going to be an opposition it would not be filed on the final
day (the court fully recognizes the rule allows 14 days for a
response) the court on the morning of February 16, 2017, signed
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the judgment as sought by plaintiff.

Later on the same date,

February 16, 2017, Exodus filed a response to the request for
attorney fees (and the supplemental request filed February 13,
2017) and a motion to set aside that final judgment.
No reply, surprisingly, in support of the fees was timely
filed.

Exodus then on February 24, 2017, filed a request to

submit.

The court notes that ind~ed it did sign the order on day 14
(February 16, 2017) and not day 15 (February 17, 2017) and it is
thus vacated as an opposition response was filed on the last day
under the rules.

The court has spent considerable time attempting to discern
just what work was necessary and reasonable in obtaining the
result plaintiff obtained.

It is, in this court's view, an

impossible task attorneys ask of courts to determine whether a
deposition should take 3.5 hours or only 3, whether an e-mail
correspondence should take .5 hours or only .2, whether a memo
can be written in 3 rather than 4 hours, whether a client
conference should be held in .5 hours or 1.5 hours, and on and on
and on.
The court disagrees with Exodus position that the fees were
unnecessary at all.

-2-
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As to reasonableness the court has done the best the court
can do, and determining that some of the work done by: plaintiff's
counsel was indeed based on defending against claims by others
against plaintiff, the court will amend the judgment at to
attorney fees and award attorney fees in the sum of $24,300.00
rather than the $42,849.50 awarded.
~

i

Plaintiff is to provide an amended judgment as tp attorney
;

!

fees in the above amount.

DATED this

'l&day p_qz
of

,2017.

BY

BRUC t.
DIS'f .
:•

,1

.,1

~\

.

'\

• '

~,

'I

•~

•••~~f ,...; .

"'1n ..
~ 0f$)f'\Y ;,..,.

---~~~£Jr

Jv~2~Y

··~'!."~~~
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CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the following
people for case 150900747 by the method and on the date specified.
MANUAL

MANUAL
MANUAL

MANUAL
MANUAL
MANUAL

EMAIL:
EMAIL:
EMAIL:
EMAIL:
EMAIL:
EMAIL:

JONATHAN A DIBBLE j dibble@rqn.com
GARY R GUELKER gary@jandglegal.com
JANET I JENSON j anet@j andglegal. com
GARY L JOHNSON gary-johnson@rbmn.com
CORTNEY KOCHEVAR cortney-kochevar@rbmn.com
ADAM K RICHARDS arichards@rqn.com

02/28/2017

/s/ RHONDA MEEKS

Date:
Deputy Court Clerk

Printed: 02/28/17 07:59:31
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rcrcouRT

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DIE#JIRI~ 20J7',
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY,
~
WEST JORDAN DEPARTMENT, STATE OF

uiBs'rJ0RDAN 01:Pr.

SARA SKOLNICK,

Plaintiff, Counterclaim
Plaintiff, and Counterclaim
Defendant,

ROLntG and ORDER SETTING
BEJ:NSTATD1G JUDGMENT OF
FEBRUARY 16, 2017

Case No. 150900747

vs.
EXODUS HEALTHCARE NETWORK and
JORDAN VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER,

Judge BRUCE C. LUBECK
DATE: March 27, 2017

Defendants, Counterclaim
Plaintiffs, and
Counterclaim Defendants.

The above matter came before the court for decision on a
~

request to submit filed by defendant Exodus concerning an
extension to file an objection.

The court had entered a final judgment on February 16, 2017,
On February 28, 2017, that was set aside at the request of Exodus
because the court believed it.had signed the judgment one day too
I

early.

The court was mistake~.

Based on Exodus' current request

for additional time to file an objection, the court is now
convinced that Rule 73 governs under the posture of this case.
The court had determined fees were appropriate and ordered
Skolnick to file an affidavit.

Even though labeled a motion for

fees, the affidavit of fees was in fact in response to the court
order, and this court believes that any objection is governed by
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Rule 73, which gave Exodus 7 days, not 14, to object.
I

Thus, the time to object!had expired and the court properly
signed the proposed judgment.

l The request for extension is

DENIED.

Thus, the order of Febru~ry 28, 2017, is VACATED and the
judgment of February 16, 2017,: is REINSTATED.
'
!

Plaintiff is to provide an amended judgment as to attorney
fees in the above amount ordered on February 16, 2017 ..

DATED this

?!1.... day of

!¥C~ r2017.
DISTRIC'
";\

-~\ ·..,~

.

-

<iv

i
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CERTIFICATE OFfiNOTIFICATION
I certify that a copy of the atta hed document was sent to the following
people for case 150900747 by the I ethod and on the date specified.
I

~ dibble@rqn.com

MANUAL EMAIL:

JONATHAN A DIBBLE

MANUAL EMAIL:

GARY R GUELKER

MANUAL EMAIL:

jan t@j andglegal. com
GARY L JOHNSON ga -j ohnson@rbmn.com
CORTNEY KOCHEVAR c6rtney-kochevar@rbmn.com
I
ADAM K RICHARDS ar chards@rqn.com

MANUAL EMAIL:
MANUAL EMAIL:

MANUAL EMAIL:

g:EIjandglegal. com

JANET I JENSON

03/27/2017

/s/ RHONDA MEEKS

Date:
Deputy Court Clerk
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The Order of the Court is stated below:
Dated: March 30, 2017
/s/ BRU

·-

04:01:59 PM

Proposed judgment prepared by:
GARY R. GUELKER (Bar No. 8474)
JANET I. JENSON (Bar No. 4226)
JENSON & GUELKER, PLLC
747 East South Temple, Suite 130
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
Telephone: (801) 579-0800
Facsimile: (801) 579-0801
Attorneys for Dr. Sara Skolnick
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

SARA SKOLNICK, M.D.

FINAL JUDGMENT

Plaintiff, Counterclaim Plaintiff and
Counterclaim Defendant,

Consolidated Case No. 150900747
Judge Bruce C. Lubeck

vs.

EXODUS HEALTHCARE NETWORK,
P .L.L.C., and JORDAN VALLEY MEDICAL
CENTER,LP
Defendants, Counterclaim Plaintiffs and
Counterclaim Defendants.

Based on the stipulations of the parties, as well as the court's Ruling and Order dated December 27,
2016, and March 27, 2017, it is hereby ORDERED and ADJUDGED as follows:
I. On Dr. Sara Skolnick's cause of action against Exodus Healthcare Network, PLLC
("Exodus") for unpaid wages, Dr. Skolnick shall recover from Exodus $35,707.92, plus
prejudgment interest in the amount of $7,141.58 pursuant to Utah Code Sect~on 15-1-1, plus
post judgment interest at the rate of2.65% per year, plus costs and attorney's fees in the

March 30, 2017 04:01 PM
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amount of $42,489.50. As such, a judgment shall be entered against Exodus in the amount of
$85,740.00.
2. All of the parties' remaining claims are dismissed with prejudice pursuant to the stipulations
of the parties, with each party to bear its own fees and costs, subject to the court's award of
attorney's fees to Dr. Skolnick stated above.

*Executed and Entered by the Court as indicated by the date and seal at the top of this
Judgment.*

Approved as to form:
~

RICHARDS BRANDT MILLER NELSON

Isl Cortney Kochevar
Gary L. Johnson
Cortney Kochevar
Attorneys for Exodus Healthcare Network, P.L.L. C.
(Signed by filing attorney with Ms. Kochevar 's permission)

(ii

March 30, 2017 04:01 PM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I state that on March 28, 2017, I served a true and correct copy of the forgoing FINAL
JUDGMENT on the following via electronic mail:

Gary L. Johnson
Cortney Kochevar
Richards Brandt Miller Nelson
Gar:y-Johnson@rbmn.com
Cortney-Kochevar@rbmn.com
Jonathan A. Dibble
Ray Quinney & Nebeker
jdibble@rqn.com

Isl Gary R. Guelker
GARY R. GUELKER

ti

~

March 30, 2017 04:01 PM
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ASSOCIATE PHYSICIAN EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT
~

THIS ASSOCIATE PHYSICIAN EMPLOYMENT AGREEMENT ("Agreement'') is made and
entered into as of the dates set forth below next to the parties' signatures, but to be effective as of the
Commencement Date defined in Section 1.2, by and between Sara Skolnick, MD, a physician now
licensed to practice medicine in the State of Utah ("Physician"), and Exodus Healthcare Network,
PLLC ("Company").
RECITALS

A.
Company is a Utah professional limited liability company engaged in the private practice
of medicine under the laws of the State of Utah;
B.
Physician desires to practice medicine as an employee of Company, practicing at
Company's West Valley City and. Magna, Utah locations;
C.
Physician is a physician now licensed to practice medicine in the State of Utah and .to
render professional services as a medical doctor in the specialty of Family Medicine; and

D.
-Company intends to provide efficient and effective medical services to the patients in its
practice and desires to employ Physician under the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
AGREEMENT

@

In consideration of the recitals listed above, and of the terms and mutual covenants set forth
below, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which the parties
hereby acknowledge, the parties hereby agree:
1. .

EMPLOYMENT.

Section 1.1, General. Company agrees to employ Physician, and Physician accepts· such
employment to provide professional services as .a Utah licensed medical doctor practicing in the
Specialty to patients of Company being seen in Company's medical practice, with such duties as may
be designated by and su~ject to the supervision of Company, consistent with and subject to the laws of
the State of Utah, the Utah Medical Practice Act, the appropriate medical boards and societies, other
regu1a1ory agencies or bodies having powers over such practrce ot medicine, and the -principles of
medical ethics as promulgated by the American Medical Ass'Ociation, and shall seNe in such other
capacities appropriate to Physician's responsibilities and skills as Company shall reasonably designate.
In general, Physician's duties shall include, but not be limited to the general job description for a
physician practicing in the Specialty as set forth in Exhibit A, Exodl:ls Healthcare Network, PLLC Obstetrics and Gynecology Job Description, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this
reference.
Section 1.2, Term of Employment. The -"Initial Term" of. employment covered under this
Agreement is for three (3) years and shall commence on or about February 1, 2014 (with such actual
date that employment starts the "Commencement Date"), and shall continue until midnight on that
date which is one day before the date three years following the Commencement Date, unless this
Agreement is earlier terminated according to the terms set forth herein. Provided, subject to any such
earlier termination, this Agreement shall automatically renew from year to year as stated in Section 1.3.

1
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Section 1.3, Renewal. Upon the conclusior:1 of the Initial Term, the term of this Agreement shall
automatically be renewed for successive periods of one (1) year each, beginning on that date which is
three years from the Commencement Date, upon the same terms and subject to the same conditions
as provided herein, unless either party gives the other party written notice that the term shall not be so
extended at least nin~ty (90) calendar days prior to the expiration of the then-current term of this
Agreement.
Section 1.4, Qualifications. Physician's employment by Company hereunder is contingent upon

Physician, as of the Commencement Date and throughout the term of this Agreement, and Physician
hereby represents and warrants to Company that:
(1)
Physi.cian is duly licensed to practice medicine in the State of Utah and to render
professional services as a medical doctor in the Specialty, and is in compliance with completion of all
required continuing education for such licensure;
(2)
Physician has a current Drug Enforcement Administration ("DEA") license and a
current Utah controlled substance license;
(3)
Physician is and shall be Board-certified or Board-eligible and, if presently
Board-eligible, shall take and pass the appropriate Board examination in Physician's Specialty no later
than the expiration of the time period during which Physician is Board-eligible; .

Physician having been approved for and having obtained hospital privileges and
medical staff membership at Pioneer Valley Hospital, and such other hospitals as Company shall from time
to time reasonably request for the benefit of Company's patients;
(4)

(5)
Physician having been paneled by the major payers to Company, and by such
other payors as Company shall from time to time reasonably request;
(6)
Phy~ician's execution of this Agreement and the performance by Physician of
Physician's duties and obligations hereunder will not breach or be in conflict with any other agreement
to which Physician is a party or is bound, and that Physician is not subject to any covenants against
competition or similar covenants that would affect the performance of Physician's duties or obligation~
hereunder; and
(7)
There are no facts, events or circumstances that would require Physician to
provide any notification or disclosure to Company as contemplated by Section 4. 7, Duty to· Notify
Company.

2.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PARTIES.

Section 2.1, Employer and Employee. The relationship between Company and Physician is
that of an employer and employee, subject to all federal, state and local labor laws and regulations.
Section 2.2, Practice Management. Company shall manage the business affairs and activities

of the medical practice. This includes, but is not limited to, the hiring and termination of employment of
other employees in the· practice, billing and collection of accounts receivable, payment of bills due,
determining hours of operation, determining the physician-employees and midlevel employees of
Company who shall cover shifts during such hours of operation, purchase of equipment, supplies and
furniture, and other business management activities necessary for the operation of Company's medical
practice. Physician shall not enter into any contract or other agreement binding upon Company which
creates any duties or obligations to be performed or discharged by Company.
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~

Section 2.3, Practice Patients. The patients of the practice belong to Company, but Physician
will use Physician's b~st efforts to promote the practice with the goal of bringing in new patients as well
· as for keeping current patients in the practice to keep the practice growing.
Section 2.4, Potential Ownership in Company. The-Company's Manager, Medical Director
and Member physician-employees prefer to work in an environment where Company and its employees
can share common objectives· and work toward common ends, in the spirit of Company's Mission
Statement. It is Company's expectation that its association with Physician will be a long-term, mutuany
satisfying relationship. To that end, provided that Physician is performing up to Company's
expectations and that Company and Physician then mutually agree upon such ownership, it is
Company's anticipation that its Manager will negotiate with Physician potential ownership by Physician
of a Member interest in Company either at the conclusion of the term of this Agreement, or upon any
earlier or later .mutual consent of both parties. Physician's purchas~: of an ownership interest in
Compan..y is contingent upon prior written approval of such purchase by Company's Manager and
Members, and upon Physician having attained board certification, a mutually satisfactory personal and
professional relationship with Company's Members and employees, and Physician's willingness to
participate in the management and growth of Company's practice.. If Company agrees to allow
Physician to purchase a Member interest in Company, the purchase price for such Member interest will
be determined based· upon the then determined fair market value of Company, which value shall
include the value of Company's tangible (equipment, etc.) and intangible (goodwill, earnings capacity,
etc.) assets. Company and Physician may share in the cost of and engage a professional appraiser to
determine such value. The purchase of a Member interest in Company is contingent upon Physicianalso purchasing a commensurate Member interest in a related entity, Magna. Medical Office Building,
LLC, a Utah limited liability company, which owns certain real property that is leased to Company.

Member-Owner Compensation:
.
As a Memb~r-owner of the Company, your compensation would primarily depend upon three factors:
1. lndi"vidual compensation determined on a productivity basis; and
2. Ancillary services compensation shared among the Company's Member owners based upon
each such Member's ownership in the Company; and ·
·
3. Your commensurate Member interest in Magna Medical Office Building, LLC
.Individual compensation of the Company's Member owners is computed based on each Member's
individual receipts from services personally rendered, less a fair share of overhead. In general, fixed
expense§ are shared equally based upon the number of service provid~rs and variable expenses are
shared in proportion to the activity of each Member's practice, the busier doctor paying more. Other,
direct expenses are paid for or allocated to each Member as applicable.
Production towards Purchase:
We want our Associate Physicians to get off to as fast a start as possible. Therefore, after your first
year of employment, the Company will continue to calculate the amount of your production
(profitability/loss) over and above-or under or below-your compensation. At the conclusion of your
second and as applicable third, years of employment, the Company will determine that portion of such
amount paid out to you as a bonus. In the event the Company offers you the opportunity to purchase a
... Member interest in the Company and you accept such offer, then any such bonus amount, after all
applicable taxes _and withholdings, may be used by you toward your purchase of the interest.
3.

COMPENSATION. Subject to the conditions set forth in this Section, Company shall pay to

Physician, as ·full payment for Physician's services rendered hereunder and during the term of this
Agreement:
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Section 3.1, Hospital Recruitment Agreement. Physician has entered into a
Recruitment Agreement to Existing Medical Practice ("Recruitment Agreemenf') with Jordan
Valley Medical Center, LP, a Delaware limited partnership doing bu~iness as Pioneer Valley
Hospital, a Campus. of Jordan Valley Medical Center ("Hospital"), under which Physician i.s
entitled to receive the following: (1) a "Guaranteed Monthfy Amount" of $39,583; (2) relocation
expenditures of us to $15,000; (3) marketing expenditures of up to $5,000400; and (4) $20,000
payable upon execution. of the Recruitment Agreement;. The total of such payments is defined
in the .Recruitment Agreement as the "Total Guaranteed Amount," not to exceed $515,000
($475,000 + $5,000 + $12,000 + $:20,0.0.0). All such payments shat.I be m~de by Hospital
directly to Physician as required by the Recruitment Agreement. Provided, Physician shall then
endorse .over or pay to Company all such amounts rec.eived from Hospital immediately upon
receipt, or as soon as reasonab.ly practical thereafter. The parties agre·e that the .Guaranteed
Monthly Amount of $39,583 shall be used by Company to pay Physician's Monthly Base
Compensation during the term of this Agreement in accordance with Section 3.2, and that the·
marketing expenditures of up to $5,000.00 shall either be used to reimburse Company for any
such expenses incurred by Company on behalf of Physician or passed directly through to
Physician if such expenses were incurred by Physic.ian. The lntent of the above provision is to
ensure that all such -amounts are paid by the Company ("Group") in accordance with Exhibit C,
Guarantee, and .AttachmentA, Initial Expense Worksheet, to the R.ecruitment Agreement in
calculating ·the final reconciliation set forth in Exhibit C to the Recruitment Agreement.
Notwithstanding· any of the foregoing, Company ·shall in no event receive any benefit;
directly or indi'rectly, pursuant to the payment of the above-described amounts by Hospital
directly- to Physician, for any Company expenses that are greater than the actual additional
incremental expenses attributable· to Company's employment of Physician during the first
one-year period during the term .of this Agre·ement, and in compliance with the terms and
conditions of the Recruitment Agreement.
·
In addition, no Manager, Medical Director, Member, employee or agent of Company
shall be compensated hereunder directly or indirectly _based upon the value or volume of
referrals made by any such party for any ancillary procedures that are designated health
services, as that term is defined in 42 U.S.C. 1395nn (commonly known as "Stark").
.....

Section 3.2, Year 1 Monthly Base Compensation. During the first one-year period
during the term of this Agreement and Physician's employment hereunder, Company shall pay
to Physician Monthly Base Compensation in the annualized. amount of Two Hundred Fifty
Thousand Dollars ($250,000.00) ($20,833.00 per month), payable- to Physician in biweekly
payments, with such Monthly Base Compensation amounts being paid to Physician at such
times as shall correspond to Company's usual biweekly payroll cycle, which at the. date of this
Agreement is payable every other Friday of the month. The parties agree that the Guaranteed
Mont_hly Amount of $39,583.00 described in Section 3.1 shall be used to cover Company's.
payment of Physician's Monthly Base Compensation for the first twelve months during the term
of this Agreement.

Section 3.3, Year 2 and Later Years; Productivity Based Compensation. Beginning
with the second one-year period during the term of this Agreement ("Year 2") and thereafter,
Company shall no longer pay to Physician Monthly Base Compensation. Within thirty (3Q) days
after the end of each calendar month (or at such earlier time(s) as may be determined by the
Manager of the Company), the Company shall pay to each Physician "Monthly Compensation"
equal to: (i) the Net Collected Revenue of the Company during such calendar month attributable
to services performed by such Physician (ii) less the Allocated Expenses attributable to the
Physician for that month, as follows:
·
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(a) Net Collected Revenue. The Company shall bill and collect all revenue, fees and ·
charges arising from services rendered by the Company through its Physicians and
employees, including all revenu·e from home health care of patients and inpatient
care (together "Gross Patient Billings"). For purposes of this Agreement, the "Net
Collected Revenues" for each Physician shall equal: (i) all Gross Patient Billings
attributable to the services provided by each Physician; (ii) Jess the bad debts or
other non-collectible amounts, charity care, managed care or other discounts,
refunds,. and Medicare and Medicaid or other contractual allowances attributable to
such Physician's Gross Patient Billings for that month; (iii) and Jess all other similar
deductions that may be appropriately charged against such Gross Patient Billings for
that month as may be mutually agreed upon between the Physician and the
Manager. The Company shall follow generally accepted accounting principles in
determining the Gross Patient Billings and Net Collected Revenues for each
Physician (and its Physician), .and shall establish appropriate accounts for each
Physician to which may be credited the Physician's Gross Patient Billings and
charged (debited) the contra entries for the above-described deductions to reach
said Physician's Net Collected Revenues, and to w~ich may be charged (debited)
the expenses attributable to each Physician as set forth-hereunder.

GI)

\

Qj

(b) Allocated Expenses. For purposes of this Agreement, the term "Allocated
Expens~s" shall equal the sum of: (i) Fixed Expenses; (ii) Variable Expenses; and
(iii) Direct Expenses. Th~ Allocated Expenses attributable to each Physician shall be
allocated to each such Physictan on a monthly basis as provided hereunder. Fixed
Expenses, Variable Expenses, and Direct Expenses shall include but not necessarily
be limited to the expenses described under each such category as set forth in
"Exhibit B" attached hereto and incorporated herein by this refer~nce. Exhibit B
summarizes the essential expense categories and designates those categories to be
charged directly to a Physician and those to. be shared by all of the Physicians as
well as other physician employees of the Company. The· Allocated Expenses and
each category thereofJ together with the accounts reflecting such expenses, shall be
reviewed every .six (6) months by the Manager, the Medical Director and the
Physicians to determine the accuracy and efficient functioning of the allocation
system, and changes made as necessary and documented by me'T)orandum or by
an amendment to this Agreement, including said Schedule Three, as may be
deemed appropriate by the Manager, in its· sole discretion.
(c) Fixed Expenses. The pro rata share of the Company's monthly Fixed Expenses·, as
set forth on Exhibit B, shall be allocated to each Physician service provider, based
upon the number of such full-time (substantiallyworking 40 hours per week, and
prorated for any physician service providers that are working less than full-ti.me)
physician service providers providing medical services on behalf of the Company
during such month, and according to the annual budget of such Fixed Expenses
· prepared by the.Medical Director. The Medical Director may revise the annual
budget of such Fixed Expenses from time to time as the Medical Director shall deem,
. in its s_ole ~iscr~ti_qn, to be reasgnable anc;J appropriate. _
(d) Variable Expenses. The pro rata share of the Company's monthly Variable
Expenses, as set forth on Exhibit B, shall be allocated to each Physician service
provider, based upon a fraction the numerator of which is equal to the Gross Patient
Billings for each such service provider for that month and the denominator of which is
the total Gross Patient Billings of the Company for that month generated by all
medical service providers providing medical services· on behalf of the Company
during such month.
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(e) Direct Expenses. The Direct Expenses attributable to and to be charged ag·ainst
each Physician shall equal the Direct Expenses as set forth in Exhibit B or as
otherwise set forth in this Operating Agr.eement. The Direct Expenses of each
Physician may vary, and those pertaining to each Physician or employee of the
Company shall be _specifically identified by the Company each month.
Within thirty (30} days following the end of each calendar month, the Company shall provide a
"Monthly Report'' to each Physician setting forth the Gross Patient Billings, Net Collected
Revenues, and.Allocated Expenses attributable to the Physician for that month. In the event
that the Addittonal Monthly Compensation calculation for a Physician for a particular calendar
month results in a positive figure, then such amount shall· be paid by the Company to the
Physician at such time as shall correspond to the Company's usual payroll and bonus cycle, b.ut
not later than thirty (30) days after the end of .that particul~r -calendar month .. In the event that '
the Additional Monthly Compensation calculation for the Physician for a particular calendar
month results in a negative figure., then no Monthly Compensation shall be paid to the Physician
for such month and such negative amount shall either 1) be carried forward and applied against
the Monthly Compensation calculation for subsequent month(s); or 2) the Physician shall pay
such negative figure amount to the Company within thirty (30) days after demand therefore, as
determined appropriate by the Manager in its sole discretion.
Section 3.5, Early Bonus Option to Productivity Based Compen·sation.
Notwithstanding Section 3.4 noted above, Physician may elect to change said salary to
productivity-based compensation at any time during Year 1, as outlined in Section 3.2 above.
Company shall maintain the ·"Monthly Report'' effective from the Commencement date of
employment, and shall advise the Physician as requested to any "change-over" decision.
Section 3.6, Accounts Receivable Owned• by Company. Any and all accounts
receivable generated by the services personally performed by the Physicians or. incident to
services personally performed by the Physi9ians, including but not limited to services provided
by Mid-Level Providers and an ancillary· services, and performed by any other m_edical service·
provider of the Company including employees, independent -contractors and agenJs, belong to
and are owned by the Company, with all rights and P.rivileges refated thereto.. Nevertheless-, the
Physicians shall extend reasonable cooperation at the request of the Company to effect
collections and to otherwise manage the business aspects ot the Company's- medical practic~.
The Company shall receive or the Physician shall forward to the Company, as. soon as
administratively possible following receipt there.of, all revenue from all sources relating to the
Company's medical practi.ce and ancillary services.
Section 3.7, Indemnification Regarding Pf:tysician's Duty to Repay Hospital Loans
Under the Recruitment Agreement. Under the Recruitment Agreement, Physician is obligated

to repay to Hospital the amounts loaned to Physician as Guaranteed Monthly Amount payments
if Phystcian does not qualify for forgiveness and cancellation of such amounts under the terms
of the Recruitment Agreement. In the event Physician is obligated to repay any s.uch amounts
to Hospital but does not do so, Company is jointly and severally liable to Hospital to repay such
amounts. If Company is required to repay any such amounts to Hospital upon Physician's
failure to do so, Physician shall hold harmless and indemnify Company, its successors and
assigns, from and against any and all such amounts paid and all related liabilities, costs,
damages, expenses, and attorneys' fees (including the cost of defense) resulting from or
attributable to any such failure of Physician to repay such amounts to Hospital.. Notwithstanding
the above, in the event that the Company exercises a Voluntary Termination clause in Section
8.6 within the first twelve months of employment, the Company shall be fully responsible for
repayment of any guaranteed amounts loans by the hospital to the Physician.
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Section 3.8, Withholding.
Company shall have the right to deduct from the
compensation payable to Physician hereunder social security taxes, and all federal, state and
municipal taxes and charges as may now be in effect or that may be enacted or required after
the effective date of this Agreement as charges on Physician's compensation.
Section 3.9, No Additional Compensation. Physician shall_ not be entitled to any
additional compensation by reason of any service which Physician may perform as the member
of any managing committee of Company, or in the event that Physician shall at any time be
elected an officer or Manager of Company, unless any such compensation is first approved by
Company's Manager.
·
·
4j)

Section 3.1 O, Transition from Year 1 to Year 2, Good Faith. Notwithstanding Section

3 above, Physician and Company commit to working in good faith to ensure adequate
pr.oduction and compensation to support the financial needs of .both the Physician and the
Company. Should the "start-up" remuneration be inadequate for either the Physician or the
Company nearing the end of Year_ 1, parties will explore other options to affect a mutually
acceptable alternative (e.g., extended Salary Year 2 with hospital assistance, percentage of
revenues compensation, etc.).

(rj

4.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF PHYSICIAN.
Physician agrees .to devote all of Physician's
professional time, attention and skil! as a medical doctor, as reasonably determined by Company and
as set forth in this Agreement, to the performance of Physician's duties as an employee of Company
unless otherwise authorized by Company in writing. Physician agrees to perform those duties assigned
to Physician by Company, including the following:
Work and Call Schedule. Physician is required to work for Company according to· the
work and call schedule prepared by Company. Physician's practice obligations in rendering
medical services on behalf of Company, including the time committed to the medical staff activities
at Company's practice locations or at any hospital at which Physician may provide services on
behalf of Company, shall equal a fulr-time obligation to render such services on behalf pf Company,
including all inpatient services, participation in call coverage arrangements, and associated medical
staff work. Physician agrees to undertake such additional duties as shall Qe reasonably requested
by a hospital or such hospital's medical staff, participation In community health education efforts,
and other reasonable duties where Physician has expertise, ·such as equipment, facilities, policies,
pr9cedures, staffing, and so forth. It is understood by Physician and Company that Physician's
involvement in the activities stated shall not be unreasonable, nor any greater in time demands
than for other physicians working equivalent hours ·in the community in which Company operates
its medical practice, nor shall such involvement materially interfere with Physician's medical care of
patients on behalf of Company. Call shall be equally divided by the number of providers providing
obstetrical care. Provider may opt in/out of use of any Obstetrical Hospitalist Progtam available where
delivery care is given.
Section 4.1, ~illing and Compliance. _Physician shall not directly submit a billing or statement

of charges to any patient or other entity for services arising from the practice of medicine, nor shall
Physician make any surcharge or give any discount for care provided without the prior written
aothorization of Company. Company has complete authority to assign patients to various physicians,
set fees, determine write-offs, and take any other action relating to billing and collection of fees for
clinical services. Physician shall participate in all peer review and compliance programs adopted by
Company.
{ii)

Section 4.2, Third-Party Payors. Physician agrees to cooperate with Company in the completion

of forms required by all third-party payers to ensure that Physician and Company comply with all standards
and requirements established by such third-party payers. Physician shall, with the assistance of Company
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and its Clinic Administrator, obtain participation in the plans of all such third-party payors. In addition,
Physician agrees to be governed by and comply with the bylaws, rules, regulations and procedures of all
appropriate referral centers, as well as to any utilization review that may be required by any third-party
payor.
Section 4.3, Rules and Regulations. Physician agrees to abide by rules, regulations and
guidelines provi<;fed by Company for all employees or independent contractors having comparable
duties. Company may from time to time amend, add or delete rules, r~gulations or guidelines at
Company's .sole· discretion and such amendment will not affect the enforceability or terms of this
. Agreement
Section 4.4, Application of State and Federal Laws. Physician acknowledges that this .
Agreement and Company's medical practice are subject to applicable state:, local, and federal laws,
including but not limited. to the Social S.ecurity Act, the rulesJ regulations and policies of the Department
of Health and Human Services, and all public health and safety provisions of state and federal laws and
regulations. Physician further acknowledges that this Agreement and Company's medical practice shall
be subject to amendments to such laws and regulations and to new legislation such as a new federal or
state health insurance program. Any provision of any state or federal law that would invalidate, or
otherwise be inconsistent with, the terms of this Agreement, or that would cause Physician to be in
violation of the law, shall be deemed to have superseded the terms of this Agreement; provided, that
Physician and Company shall exercise their best efforts to carry 9ut the terms and Intent of this
Agreement to the greatest extent possible as is consistent with the requirements of law, and to amend
this Agreement as may be necessary· and appropriate.
·
Section 4.5, Disclosure of Financial Relationships. Except as may otherwise have been
disclosed by Physician to Company in writing, Physician warrants that neither Physician nor any
member of Physician's immediate family is employed by or has a financial relationship with any hospital
or with any other provider of designated health services ("DHS"), as that term is defined in 42 U.S.C.
1395nn (commonly known as "Stark"). On the effective date of this Agreement, designated health
services include but are not limited to clinical laboratory services; physical' and occupational therapy
services; radiology and other diagnostic services; radfation therapy services; durable medical
equipment; parenteral and enteral nutrients, equipment, and supplies;. prosthetics, orthotics, and
prosthetic devices and supplies; home health services; outpatient prescription drugs; and inpatient and
outpatient hospital services. If Physician, or a member of 'Physician's immediate family establish~s
such a relationship, Physician_ shall give immediate written notice to Company ~etting forth the name(s)
of the applicable parties, their relationship to Physician, and the nature of the employment and/or
financial relationship, and appropriate amendments shall be made to this Agreement or other
arrangements shall be made so as to ensure that this Agreement and such other arrangements comply
with all applicable laws. For purposes of this Section, a member of Physician's immediate family
means Physician's spouse, natural or adoptive parent,· child or sibling; step-parent, step-child,
step-brother or step-sister; father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law,
sister-in-law; grar:idparent or grandchild; and spouse of a grandparent or grandchild.
Section 4.6, Duty to Notify Company. During the term of. this Agreement and Physician's
employment hereunder, upon Physician being notified of such event or obtaining actual knowledge of
such event Physician shall notify Company immediately, or as soon as is possible thereafter, in the
event that:
(1)
Physician's license to practice medicine in any jurisdiction is suspended,
revoked, or otherwise restri_cted;
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(2)
A complaint or report concerning Physician's competence or conduct is made to
any state medical or professional licensing agency, including without limitation, the Utah Division of
Occupational & Professional Licensing; ·
(3)
Physician's privileges at any hospital, health care facility or under any health care
plan are denied, suspended, restricted or terminated or under investigation for cause or reason;
(4)
Physician's controlled substance registration certificate issued by the Drug
Enforcement Administration ("DEA") or Physician's Utah controlled substance license is being, or has
been, suspended, revoked or renewed;
(5)
Physician's participation as a Medicare or Medicaid provider is under
investigation or has been terminated, Physician is· suspended or excluded from further participation in
such programs, or Physician enters into any integrity, compliance or similar agreement with the Health
Care Financing Administration or the Office of Inspector General;
·
· (6)
There is a material change in any of the information Physician has provided to
Company concerning Physician's professional qualifications or credentials;
(7)
Physician is arrested for, charged with, or convicted of any crime other than a
minor traffic citation;
(8)
Physician knows of or becomes aware of a professional liability incident involving
Physiciary or receives notice of a claim or of an intended claim that alleges that Physician or any other
of Company's employees or independent contractors is or may be liable for ·a professional act or
omission;
·
· (9)
Physician, or a member of Physician's immediate family as defined in
Section 4.6, Disclosure of Financial Relationships, has a reportable financial relationship as described
In such Section; or

Gj

(10)
Physician knowingly violates any of Company's rules or regulati-ons or if
. Physician is subject to or a participant In any form of activity, which could be characterized as
discrimination or harassment.
Section 4.7, Professional Standards; Other Responsibilities.
following additional general responsibilities:

Physician shall have the

Perform such duties as are customarily performed by one holding such position
in other, same or similar practices or enterprises as that engaged in by Company and in accordance
with the appropriate standard of care far Physician's medical profession and Specialty, and to render
such other and unrelated services and duties as may be assigned to Physician from time to time by
Company;
(1)

~

Remain at all times qualified,· professionally competent, and duly licensed
(including compliance with all continuing· education requirements) ·to practice medicine in the state of
Utah, to have a current narcotics number, and to abide by applicable medical ethical obligations;
(2)

(3)
Secure and maintain membership in good standing on the medical staff of all
appropriate referral centers of Company, and make all necessary applications for licensure and medical
staff membership and provide all information and references required thereby in a timely and
expeditious manner;
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. (4)
Abide by such policies and procedures a~ Company may establish to keep and
maintain (or cause to be kept and maintained) appropriate records relating to all professional services
rendered by Physician under the terms of this Agreement, and: for Company to make available upon
request to the Secretary of Health and Human Services, or any of its duly authorized representatives,
contracts, books, documents and records necessary to certify the nature and extent of reimbursable
costs under 1he Medicare laws, as may be required by law or regulation, and for a period of not less
than five (5) years after Phys_lcian's furnishing of any services provided on behalf of Company under
this Agreement;

~

(5)
· Promote, as and to the extent· permitted ·by law and· the applicable canons of
professional ethics, including the rules and regulations of the Utah State Medical Association and the
American Medical Association, the professional practice of Company;
....

(6)
Make available to Company information . of which Physician shall have any
knowledge and make suggestions and recommendations that will be of mutual benefit to Company and
Physician; and

Abide by such policies and procedures as Company may establish to comply with
and abide by all state, federal and local laws applicable to Physician's rendering of medical services
hereunder, including but not limited to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
and the Privacy Regulations thereunder, the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical
Health Act ·(HITECH), the Anti-Kickback Statute (42 USG · §1320a) and the "Stark" Physician
Self-Referral Laws (42 U.S.C. §1395nn), the requirements of the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) aDd the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amenqm~nts (CLIA) . . In addition,
Physician affirms that Physician is provider-e!igible to receive benefits under- federal and state medical
programs.
(7)

5.

MALPRACTICE INSURANCE.

Section 5.1, Coverage. Malpractice insurance coverage in an amount to be determined by
Company (but not less than $1 million per occurrence and $3 million in the aggregate) and related to
the services to be provided hereunder by Physician will be paid for by Company on behalf of Physician
during the term of this Agreement. It is intended that Physician shall qualify for the same malpractice
insurance coverage furnished by Company for the benefit of its . Member physician-employees.
Physician shalJ prepare and sign whatever applications and documents as may be necessary to apply
for such insurance. Physician and Company may consult tog~ther regarding the preferred insurance
carrier; provided, however, that the final decision regarding the carrier shall be made in the sole
discretion of Company.
Section 5.2, Disqualific~tion; Uninsurable. In the event Physician becomes disqualified or
uninsurable for malpractic~ insurance during the term of this Agreement, Physician's employment can
be terminated immediately at Company's option as described in Section 8.4.
Section 5.3, Tail Coverage. If Physician's employment with Company terminates at any time
and for any reason, with or without cause, then Physician shall be responsible for obtaining and paying
for malpractice insurance tail coverage covering the services provided by Physician on behalf of
Company for the period during which Physician provided such services. Such malpractice insurance
tail coverage shall have the same insurance limits and coverage as the malpractice insurance provided
to Physician by Company during the term of this Agreement, and in an amount of coverage of at least
$1 million per occurrence and $3 million in the aggregate. In the event Physician shall fail or refuse to
perform Physician's obligations under this Section, Company may procure the· necessary policy, in
which case Company shall have the right to offset and deduct the cost and expense against any
amounts, regardless of how arising, owed at any time by Company to Physician. Upon demand,
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Physician shall reimburse Company for any such costs or expenses, together with interest at the
maximum rate allowed by federal law. In addition, Physician shall at Physician's own cost and expense
pay for any malpractice insurance tail coverage covering· all medical services provided by Physician
prior to Physician's employment by Company or outside the scope of Physician's employment with
Company.
6.
BENEFITS. No benefits shall be provided by Company to Physician other than as set forth in
this Section, unless otherwise agreed by Company in writing, or as otherwise set forth in any benefit
plan(s) subsequently adopted by Company for which Physician has become eligible to participate·
according to such written plan documents, or as otherwise set forth in Company's employee handbook
or other documents governing employee benefits.
Section 6.1, Continuing Medical Education. Physician shall be entitled to attend medical
conferences, conventions or other professional training or take educational leave during the term of this
Agreement and Physician's employment hereunder, as- approved in advance by Company, for the
purpose of furthering Physician's medical education and skills. During the first year, Company agrees
to reimburse for the reasonable seminar fees, airfare, lodging and per diem expenses and any other
reasonable costs, expenses and fees incurred in furtherance of any such continuing medical education
("CME") conferences, seminars or training incurred by Physician up to a maximum amount of Two
Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00). Beginning with the Second Year, the Company agrees to
pay for the reasonable seminar fees, airfare, lodging and per diem expenses and any other reasonable
costs, expenses and fees incurred in furtherance of any such continuing medical education
conferences, seminars .or training incurred by the Physician, with such expenses to be charged as a
Direct Expense against the Physician as provided in Subsection 3.3(e).

During the term of this Agreement and Physician's
employment hereunder, Company shall pay the same portion of the cost of group medical insurance
premiums covering Physician and Physician's spouse and dependents as Company pays for its other
full-time physicians, the terms and coverage of such benefits to be determined by Company. Physician
shall become eligible to participate in such insurance benefits· at such time as provided in and in
accordance with the written documents governing such benefits.
·
Section 6.2, Medical Insurance.

Physician shall be eligible to participate in the qualified
retirement plan(s) sponsored by Company at such time as provided in and in accordance with the
written plan document(s) pertaining to such plan(s). Physician shall vest in contributions made to such
plan(s) for Physician's benefit in accordance with the vesting schedule contained in the written plan(s)
document(s).
Section 6.3, Retirement Plans.

Section 6.4, Medical Dues, Licenses and Fees. Company agrees to pay during the term of

this Agreement and Physician's employment hereunder,. for the dues and membership fees of
Physician in one national medical organization, all Utah State medical license fees, all hospital medical
staff dueaat the hospitals that Company requires Physician to maintain medical staff privileges, all DEA
certificate and Utah controlled· substance license fees, and ariy other'fees· or dues associated with or
required to allow Physician to participate as a medical provider under any insurance plan maintained
and required by Company.
Section 6.5, Personnel, Space, Supplies and Equipment. Company shall provide Physician
with all personnel, space, supplies and equipment necessary to· permit Physician to perform Physician's
duties under this Agreement, as determined by Company after consultation with Physician. All
non-physician staff shall be employees of Company and, to the extent necessary for efficient utilization
t~ereof, such staff may be shared with other medical providers.
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Section 6.6, Personal Leave: Paternity Leave. During the first one-year period during the

term of this Agreement and Employee's employment hereunder, Physician shall be entitled to, a
maximum of four (4) weeks (meaning the equivalent working days of Physician's normal work week, not
including any call days determined pursuant to Section 4.1 above) of paid personal leave for vacation,
.holidays (including all legal holidays unless such holidays fall upon a day on which Physician has been
scheduled to work or is on call), sickness, attendance at continuing medical education, etc. During the
second and all subsequent one-year periods durlng the term of th1s Agreement, Physician shall be
entltled to such unpaid personal leave ~s Company and Employee shall mutually agree upon, with
Employee· acknowledging that Employee shall not receive any compensation for such. leave other than
the compensation provided in Section 3 herein. Provided, tha( Physician shaH In good fait~ exercise
Physicjan's best efforts to satisfy the needs of Company in provi~ing medical services to the public. All
personal leave must be taken with reasonable advance notice to Company, except In case of acute
illness where advance notice may not be possible. Physician shall also be eligible for paternity leave
consistent with the current Company policies and procedures and as allowed under the Family Medical
Leave Act (FMLA). Provided, however, that in no event shall the maximum amount of personal leave
granted to Physician hereunder during the first one-year period during the term of this Agreement
exceed the maximum amount of time off allowed by Section 3.1.1 of the Recruitment Agreement.
7.

CONFIDENTIALITY.

Section 7.1, Confidentiality. Physician shall not at any time or in any manner without the prior
consent of Company, either directly or indirectly divulge, disclose or communicate to any person, firm or
corporation in any manner whatsoever any information concerning any matters affecting or relating to
the. medical practice of Company, including without limiting the generality of the foregoing, any 'of
Company's patients, their billings, their diagnosis or medical treatment, or any other.Jnformation
concerning the medical practice of C_ompany (other than information contained in a patient's fil.es that is
disclosed or transferred to another physician at the patient's request), its JTlanner of operation., the
records and proceedings of quality assurance, peer review or utilization review evaluations, its plans,
processes or other data without regard to whether any of the foregoing matters will be deemed
confidential, material or ·important, the parties hereto stipulating that, as. between them, the same are
important, material and confidential and gravely affect the successful conduct of the medical practice of
Company, and that any breach of the terms of this paragraph shall be a material breach of this
Agreement.
·
Section 7.2, Patient Records Upon Termination. All original patient records shall be property
of Company. Upon termination of this Agreement for any reason, Physician shall return any such
records as may be in Physician's possession to Company. Upon terminationJ Physician is entitled to
copies of patient charts and records upon a specific request in writing from a patient. Moreover, upon
and after termination, full access to copy patient records will be allowed to Physician at Physician's
expense for any reasonable purpose, such as in the event of a malpractice action or administrative
investigation proceeding aga"inst Physician, for medical research or to compare a new case with an old
one. When Physician requests copies of medical records, Physician must pay a reasonable cost (e.g.,
$0.25 per page, $1.00 per page for records copied·from storage media), or actual costs for reproduction
of oversized documents or those which require special processing, as well as reasonable clerical costs
1
incurred in making the records available.
Section 7.3, Transfer of Patient R~cords. In the event that this Agreement is terminated for
any reason, and if a patient of Company decides to transfer care to Physician at Physician's new
location, Company will provide a copy (in an electronic format or otherwise as determined appropriate
by Company and as allowed by law) of the patient's medical record to Physician for a reasonable cost
once Company has received a signed authorization from the patient (or the patient's parent or legal
guardian) permitting Company to release copies of the patient's medical record to Physician.
·
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Section 7.4,_ Peer Review Information. Physician. shall execute and deliver authorizations and
releases to peer review committees of other entities that will enable the full and timely disclosure to
Company's peer review committee, to the fullest extent permitted by law, of all medical professional
information about Physician. -Physician grants immunity to the following persons and releases them
from civil liability, to the fullest extent provided by law, for any action or disclosure with respect to
Physician that is made (or omitted) in good faith which is related to the achievement or maintenance of
the quality of patient care: shareholders, members, owners, managers, officers _and directors of
· Company; employees of Company; any person supplying information to Company; and any
professional review organization approved or utilized by Company. Physician shall, upon the request of
Company, execute a written statement of this release in favor of any of the foregoing individuals or
organizations.
·
·
.
.
Section 7.5, Enforcement. Physician recognizes and acknowled_ges that irreparable injury
may result to Company, its business and its property if Physician breaches any of the restrictions
imposed by. this Section 7, and agrees that if Physician shall engage in any act in violation of such
provisions, Company shall be entitled, in addition to such other remedies and damages as may be
available, to an injunction prohibiting Physician from engaging in such act. Physician hereby releases
Company from any requirement to· post a bond or other security in connection with temporary or
injunctiv~ relief, to the fullest extent permitted by law.

8.
TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT. Upon termination of Physician's employment under this
Agreement, Physician (or Physicjan's estate in the event of death) shall be entitled to receive
Physician's Monthly Compensation accrued through the fast day of employment as such compensation
is determined under Section 3 and this Section 8. Compensation accrued applies only to amounts
collected through and including the date .of terminatiqn and does not include any amounts of
outstanding accounts receivable attributable .to services personally performed by Physician or incident
to Physician's services on behalf of Company that are collected after the. date of termination. Provided,
Physician shall be entitled to no compensation attributable to any period of employment during which
Physician was disqualified to practice medicine, or was disqualified or uninsurable for malpractice
insurance.
Section 8.1, Death of Physician. This Agre.ement shall immediately be terminated upon the
death of Physician.
·
S~ction 8.2, ·Failure to PeHorm Duties. If Physician, during the term of this Agreement, shall
fail to perform Physician's duties hereunder in a material way and such failure shall continue for a
period of more than twenty (20) days after written· notice of such failure by Company to Physician,
Company shall have the right to terminate this Agreement and the employment hereunder as of a date
to be specified in a subsequent written notice of .termination, such date to be not less than ten (1 O) days
after the sending of such subsequent notice. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if during the term of lhis
Agreement Physician performs services or enters into any relationship that is in competition with
Company's medical practice, or if Physician violates any term or condition of the Recruitment
Agreement, then Physician's employment with Company can be terminated immediately, and without
prior notice, by Company.
.
.
-·
Section 8.3, Disqualification to Practice Medicine. If Physician shall have been disqualified
to practice medicine by reason of law, due to failure by Physician to maintain Physician's licensure as a
medical doctor, due to failure to complete all required continuing education for such licensure, or if
Physician loses Physician's hospital privileges or medical staff membership for any reason other than
the failure to complete medical records, then this Agreement and Physician's employment hereunder
may be terminated by Company in its sole discretion and judgment as of the date of such
disqualification, failure to maintain licensure, failure to complete all required continuing education for
such licensure, or loss of privileges or membership. Provided, however, in the event of loss of hospital

Ci0
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privileges, if Physician timely appeals the loss of hospital privileges through the hospital's internal appeals
process, then Physician's employment shall not terminate until such hospital internal appeals process is
completed (and if Physician's hospital privileges are restored uhder such appeal process, then Physician's
·
employment shall not terminate under this Section).
.
.
Sectio_n 8.4, Disqualification; Uninsurable. As set forth in Section 5.2, if Physician becomes
disqualified or uninsurable for malpractice ·Insurance during the term of this Agreement, the
employment of Physician may be terminated immediately at Company's option.

Section 8.5, Sanctions by Payor. Company may immediately terminate this Agr~ement and
Physician's employment hereunder if Physician (or Company as a result of actions or omissions of
Physician), based on quality of care issues, receives sanctions by a payqr su.ch that Physician (or
Company) cannot render care to patients of a certain insurer.
·
Section 8.6, Voluntary Termination By Either Party.. During the term of this _Agreement,
either party may terminate Physician's employment hereunder, with or without caus~, by giving at least
ninety (90) calendar days' prior written notice (titl.ed as a "Notice of Termination" for_ such "required
period") to the other party. This Agreement shall terminate at. the end of such required period.
Provided, Company in its sole and absolute discretion may, any time after providing or receipt of the
Notice of Termination, terminate Physician's employment or otherwise suspend Physician from
providing further services on behalf of Company for part or all of this required period. In such case,·
Physician shall receive Physician's Monthly Compensation, if any i: accrued through the last day of
employment, det~rmined and paid in accordance with the provisions of Section 3 and the lead
paragraph to this Section 8. Provided further, termination under this Section or under Section -8. 7
below is not intended to impose any practice res~riction upon Physician that is prohibited by federal
and/or state law, in the event of such termination. In the event that the Company exercises the option·
to terminate voluntarily during the first twenty-four (24) months of the term of this Agreement,: any
remaining loan balance due the hospital under the Recruitment Agreement shall be the responsibility of
the·Company.
·
Section 8.7, Termination By Company for Cause. Company may immediately terminate thjs
Agreement and Physician's employment hereunder at any time for "cause." For purposes of this Section,
termin~tion of Physician's employment by Company shall be for "cause" if, subject to the same notice
requirements set forth in Section 8.2 for Subsections (1) through (4) below, as applicable, :and as
determined by Company in its sole discretion and judgment:(1)
Physician intentionally., recklessly or negligently violates Physician's duties under
this Agreement or as otherwise assigned· to Physician from time to time by" Company, or otherwise
breaches any term of this Agreement. One of Physician's duties under thfs Agreement is to timely and
property complete patient charts and records in .accordance with applicable federal, state anq local
guidelines and requirements; or
·
· (2) .

Physician is not providing adequate patient care; or

(3)
Physician demonstrates an unwillingness or inability to cooperate and function as·
an effective employee of Company, to the ~xtent that the efficiency or effectiveness of Company's
practice is negatively affected; or

iii

.
(4)
Physician becomes unable to fulfill the duties of Physician's customary
employment with c·ompany hereunder.
~

For purposes of this Section, termination of Physician's employment by Company shall be for "cause"
without notice and as determined by Company in its sole discretion and judgment, if:
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(5)

Physician commit~ any act or acts which constitute dishonesty, commission of a

crime, or fraud; or

(6)

the safety of patients is jeopardized by continuing the employment relationship

with Physician; or
(7)

Physician engages in any act which materially damages Company or · its

reputation; or
(8)
Physician engages in any activity that constitutes substance abuse, harassment,
or any similar activity; or
·

~

(9)
After the first one-year period during the term of this Agreement, Physician
sustains !ow productivity such that the annualized Net Collected Revenue attributable to services
personally performed by Physician on behalf of Company falls below $425,000. For purposes of this
Subsection, "annualized" shall mean Physician's Net Collected Revenue for the 12 calendar month
period immediately preceding the date of termination.
·
·

Section 8.8, Introductory Period. Notwithstanding Section 8 above, your first ninety (90) days

of employment at Exodus Healthcare Network are considered· an Introductory Period. During that
period you will accrue benefits described in this Agreement. No paid time off may be taken during the
first ninety (90) days of employment. This Introductory Period wiH be a time for getting to know your
fellow employees, your Team Leader and the tasks involved in your job position, as well as becoming
familiar with Exodus Healthcare Network's products and services. Your Team Leader will work closely
with you to help you understand the needs and processes of your job.
This Introductory Period is a try-out time for both you, as an emplo"yee, and Exodus Healthcare
Network, as an employer. During this Introductory Period, Exodus Healthcare Network will evaluate
your suitability for employment, and you can evaluate Exodus Healthcare Network as well. At any time
during this first ninety (90) days, you may resign without any detriment to your record. If, during this
period, your work habits, attitude, attendance or performance do not measure up to our standards, we
may extend the introductory period or release you. If you take approved time off in excess of five
workdays during the Introductory Period, the Introductory Period may be extended by that length of
time.
· At the end of the Introductory Period, your Team Leader will discuss your jqb performance with you.
This review will be much the same as the normal job performance review that is held for ·regular fulltime or part-time employees
an annual basis. During the course of the discussion, you are
encouraged to give your comments and ideas as well.

on

Please understand that completion of the Introductory Period does not guarantee continued
employment for any specified period of time, nor does it require that an employee be discharged only
for cause."
11

Section 8.9, Survival of Covenants. Notwithstanding any termination of .this ..Agreemerit and
Physician's empioyment' hereunder, the continuing covenant of confidentiality described in Section 7,
the covenants described in Section 9 including the covenant not to compete, and any other continuing
covenants or obfigations of Physician as described herein, shall survive any termination of this
Agreement. Physician and Company acknowledge that there .is no covenant not to compete In the
initial term, and any future restrictive .covenant would be fair and reasonable, protecting the Physician's
ability to relocate in the Salt Lake area, while also protecting the business interests of the Company.
9.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
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.
Section 9.1, Enforcement. In the event of a dispute between the parties arising under this
Agreement, the party prevailing in such dispute shall be entitled to collect such party's costs from the.
other party, including without limitation court and investigation costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and
disbursements.
Section 9.2, Governing Law. This Agreement, havi_ng· been executed and delivered in the
State of Utah·, its. validity, interpretation, performance and enforcement will be governed by the laws. of
the State of Utah, without reference to principles governing chotce or conflicts of laws. In addition, the
parties here~y consent to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Utah and to venue in Salt Lake
City, Utah as the exclusive forum and venue for resolution of disputes under thi.s Agreement and waive
any defenses or objections to such jurisdiction based upon lack of in person,am jurisdiction, forum non.
.conveniens or otherwise.

~

Se·ction 9.3, Amendment. No amendment, modification, supplement, termination, consent or
waiver of any provision of this Agreement, nor consent to any departure herefrom, will in any event be
effective unless the same is· in writing and is signed by the .party against whom enforcement of the
same is sou_ght.
. · Section 9.4, Non-Waiver. The failure in any 9ne or more instances of a party to insist upon
ped.armance of any of the terms, covenants or conditions of this Agreement, to exercise a.ny right or
privilege in this Agreement conferred, or the. waiver by said party of any breach of any of ·the terms,
covenants or conditions of this Agreement, shall not be construed as a subsequent waiver of any such
terms·, covenants, conditions, rights or privileges, but the same shall continue and remain in fUII force
and effect as if no such forbearance or waiver had occurred. No waiver shall be effective unless it is in
writing and signed by an authorized representati~e of the waivin~. party.
,·

Section 9.5, Binding Agreement; Assignment. This Agreement is binding upon and inures to
the benefit of the parties and their respective legal representatives, successors and permitted assigns.
The rights and benefits of Company· unde.r this Agreement shall be fully assign.able and transferabre,
and all provisions herein shall inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by or against its successors
and assigns. None of the rights, benefits or duties. under this Agreement may be assigned or delegated
by Physictan unless agreed to in writing by Company. If Company assigns its rights under tt}is
Agreement, Physician shaJI have ninety (90) days within which to elect to continue working under the
terms and conditions of this Agreement or to terminate the Agree~ent.
Section 9.6, Severability. If .for any reason one or more· provisions of this Agreement are
deemed by a court. to be unenforceable, the remainder of thJs Agreement will be construed as if the
unenforceable provisions were omitted.
S.ection 9 .. 7, No Third-Party Beneflciar_y. This Agreement is solely for the benefit· of the
parties and their ·respective successors and permitted assigns, and no other person has any right,
benefit, priority or interest under or because·of the existence of this Agreement.
Section 9.8, Notices. All notices, requests, consents and demands .shall be given to or made
upon the parties to Physician's residence in the case of Physician, .or to its principal office in the case of
Company, or at such other address as a party may designate. in writing delivered to the other party.
Unless otherwise agreed in this Agreement, all notices 1 requests, c~nsents and demands shall be given or
made by personal delivery, by facsimile transmission (''fax11), or by certified first class mail, return receipt
requested, postage prepaid,. to the party addressed as aforesaid. If mailed, such notice -shall be deemed
to be given up.on the earlier to occur of the date upon which it is actually received by the addressee or the
third business day following the date upon which it is deposited in a first-class postage-prepaid envelop.a in
the United States mail addressed as aforesaid. If given by fax, such notice shall be deemed to be given
upon the date it is actually received by the addressee.
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10.
Section 9.8, Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire understanding of the
parties and supersedes any and all previous verbal or written agreements pertaining to the subject
matter of this Agreement. There are no other valid agreements, representations, or warranties
pertaining to the employment of Physician by Company that are not set forth herein.

[SIGNATURES APPEAR ON NEXT PAGE]
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~
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto hereby execute this Agreement as of the date set forth
below next to each party's signature.
COMPANY:
(i)

EXODUS HEALTHCARE N TWORK, PLLC
! .

H_/ztJ

Dated: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2013

Its:

Brian K. Zehnder
Zehnder & Zahn
Manager

esident of
· tes, PC

PHYSICIAN:

.~d-

sarakolnicl<:MD

Dated:

<ii
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EXHIBIT A
Exodus Healthcare Network, PLLC
Obstetrics Gynecology Job Description
POSITION TITLE:

Obstetrician/Gynecologist

PRIMARY FUNCTION: Provides quality, cost-effective medical care on behalf of Company.
EDUCATION:
• GRADUATE EDUCATION: Graduate ·of an accredited School of Medicine, US resldency trained. Board
. Certified/Board Eligible.
.
• CERTIFICATES/LICENSES: Utah Licensed MD/DO
EXPERIENCE:
• Previous experience in obstetrics/gynecology, excellent communication skills.
NATURE AND SCOPE:

~

Reporting Relationship:
• Reports to the Provider Teamffeam Leader of the Company.
.
• The incumbent works with all the departments.of the medical facility concerning all medical matters and
keeps the Medical Director informed of the operational status of the facility.
• Number of others at same level reporting: Four
· Functions Performed Only by Incumbent:
Busy primary care and urgent care medical center, ability to care for patients of all ages, consistent with
Company's mission.
Internal and External Contacts:
Interacts with all departments within Company. Works closely with physicians, mid-level providers, practice
administrator, and other staff at the facility. Works with newborn nursing staff, obstetricians, and other personnel
at hospitals at which Company provides services.
MAJOR POSITION RESPONSIBILITIES

Gb

•

Responsible for diagnosing and treating all patients presented to the clinic whUe maintaining expected
medical standards.

•

Cares for obstetrical and gynecological patients in hospital and coordinates referrals to specialty hospital
as· clinically appropriate. Assumes leadership for obstetrical initiatives within the Company, as mutually
agreed-upon with the Provider Team Leader.

•

Consultant to family physicians in outpatient and inpatient settings

•

Designated as the Supervising Physician for 1.0 - 2.0 full-time equivalent Certified Physician Assistant(s}
of the Exodus Healthcare Network, and functions as a Substitute Supervising Physician as necessary.

•

See patients in a timely and courteous manner.

•

Refers patients with serious conditions necessitating inpatient care to appropriate specialty physician per
criteria of fed~ral, state, and managed care companies.

•

Recognize the needs and desires of insurance contracts.

•

Work with the staff in a positive, constructive manner.
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•

Advise MedicgJ Director of administrative and medical deficiencies when noted.

•

Contribute to the training and proficiencies of all clinical personnel.

•

Abides by Company dress codes and Policies and Procedures not otherwise addressed in employment
contract.

•

Participates in quality assurance program that will assure that employees receive quality care in the
center, and from other providers of healthcare service, using peer review, medical records audits,
grievances and other mechanisms as appropriate.

•

Communication Skills: Effectively gives and receives information in individual and group situations.
Customer Service: Makes the effort to listen to and understand the customer (both external and internal);
anticipates customer needs; gives priority to customer satisfaction.

•

Safety Awareness: Awareness of conditions that affect employee's safety needs. Practices job us!ng
safety standards including Blood Borne Pathogens Program.

•

Cooperationffeamwork: Works as a cooperative member of a designated team.

•

Initiative: Actively attempts to influence events to ach·ieve goals; self-starting rather than passive
acceptance. Tak1ng action to achieve goals beyond what is necessarily called for; originating action.

•

Policies and Procedures: Adheres to all policies and procedures including, but not limited to, attendance,
dress code, continuing education requirements and confidentiality.

•

Clinical Competence: Physician is responsible for the assessment, treatment or care of patients in the
standard areas, as appropriate to the ages of the patients served.

•

Particjpates in Company's clinical research protocols.

•

Participates

!n and contributes to weekly provider, monthly staff. and designated clinic team meetings.

ii

iv
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EXHIBIT 8
ALLOCATED EXPENSES

Account
@

@

@

@

@

@)

Ci

@

Fixed

Staff Salaries and Benefits
Dietary Supplies
Office Supplies
Printing and Postage
Nursing Supplies
Pharmacy Supplies
Radiology Supplies
Laboratory Supplies
Linen Supplies
Med-America Billing
Medical Director's Stipend
Non-Member Physician Salaries
Minor Tools and Equipment
Contract Services
Personnel Management FeesAccounting Fees
Legal and Consulting
Lab Fees
Repairs and Maintenance
Utilities
Taxes
Telephone
Equipment Lease
Building Rent
Depreciation
Interest
Insurance
Bank Charges
Dues and Memberships
Staff CME Expenses .
Library Expense
Licenses·
Public Relations/Marketing
Recruitment Expenses
Miscellaneous
Physician Salary
Payroll Taxes (Physician)
Insurance- Malpractice
Insurance - Life
Insurance - Group Medical
Insurance - Disability
Medical Dues, Licenses & Fees
Transcription
CME Expense

Variable

Direct

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
'X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

(@
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RECRUITMENT AGREEMENT

To EXISTING MEDICAL PRACTICE

THIS RECRUITMENT AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is entered into by and between Jordan
Valley Medical Center, LP, a Delaware Limited Partnership, doing business as Pioneer Valley
Hospital, A Campus of Jordan Valley Medical Center ("Hospital,,), and Sara Skolnick, M.D.
("Physician"). ,

WIIEREAS, Physician is licensed by the State of Utah ("State") and practices the specialty
of OBGYN (the "Specialty");

Physician desires to locate his or her practice in the Hospital's Service Area
and expects that at least seventy-five percent (75%) of the revenue of Physician's new practice to
be generated :from patients not previously treated by Physician at Physician's former practice,. or
Physician has recently completed residency and has been practicing the Specialty for Jess than
one (1) year;
WHEREAS,

WHEREAS, community need for the Specialty in Hospital's Service Area, as defined on
Exhibit A and incorporated herein by this reference, has been established;

WHEREAS, in order to efficiently transition into a full-time medical practice in the
Hospital's Service Area, Physician has elected to join the professional medical practice identified
on Exhibit E attached hereto ("Medical Practice,'); and

WHEREAS, Hospital, in recognition of the need for the Specialty, desires Physician to
relocate and practice the Specialty within Hospital's Service Area, and Physician is willing to do
so under the following terms.

Now, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the foregoing and the following terms,
conditions and obligations, the parties hereby agree as follows:
TERM. The term of this Agreement shall be three (3) years commencing as of February
I, 2014 (''Commencement Date,,) and ending January 31, 2017 ("Expiration Date"),
unless sooner tenninated as provided below.

2.

BENEFITS PAYABLE. During the Assistance Period, as defined herein, Hospital shall loan

to Physician certain benefits as set forth on Exhibits B and C attached hereto and made a
part hereof. Hospital and Physician acknowledge that a portion of the benefits will be
paid directly or indirectly to the Medical Practice in accordance with the terms of this
Agreement and all of the Exhibits attached hereto. For purposes of this Agreement, the
term "Assistance Period" shall mean the one (1) year period· from the Commencement
Date. Notwithstanding, Physician reserves the right to terminate the Ass·istance Period
early by providing 30-days written notice. In addition, for each month that no interest is
paid on an outstanding balance, Hospital shaIJ report imputed income to Physician on
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Form 1099, which represents a deemed payment of interest expense by Physician to
Hospital, followed by a deemed payment by Hospital to Physician in an equal amount.
Hospital cannot provide any assurances that the IRS will respect the timing of the
Physician's income as reported by Hospital, either through an IRS examination of
Hospital or Physician. Hospital cannot provide assurance that an IRS examination or a
change in U.S. tax law or published guidance will not change the timing of the reporting
of payments as income on Fann 1099 or the timing of the inclusion of payments as
income on Physician's income tax return. Hospital has no responsibility for calculating,
paying, or withholding any taxes or benefits on behalf of Physician. Physician
acknowledges that Physician is solely responsible for obtaining his or her own
independent tax advice regarding the timing of inclusion of amounts in income and all
other tax matters.
·
3.

~

PHYSICIAN OBLIGATIONS. For the tenn of this Agreement (unless specifically provided

otherwise), Physician shall:

3.1

Subject to Subsection 3.1.2 below, maintain a Full ..Time (as defined hereinafter)
practice of the Specialty (the "Practice") in medical office space located within
Hospital's Service Area ("Office Space"), for a term of not less than three (3)
years, commencing on or about the Commencement Date.
3.1.1

For purposes of this Agreement, "Full-Time" means that Physician shall
devote an average of forty (40) hours per week to the active practice of the
Specialty; provided that Physician may have reasonable time off for
holidays, vacation and continuing medical education, such time off not to
exceed four (4) weeks per year in addition to all legal holidays.

3.1.2 If an event occurs, such as serious illness, pregnancy leave or serious
injury, that results in Physician being unable to practice medicine Full ..
Time at the Practice (a "Disruptive Event''), Physician will not be deemed
· to be in breach of this Agreement, provided that Physician notifies
Hospital within seven (7) days of the occurrence of such a Disruptive
Event and provided that Physician resumes the practice of medicine FullTime at the Practice within ninety (90) days of the occurrence of the
Disruptive Event. If an Income Guarantee is provided for and in the event
·that a Disruptive Event should occur during the Assistance Period,
payment of the income guarantee as provided for on Exhibit C shall be
reduced pro rata. If a Disruptive Event should occur during the term of
this Agreement but after the Assistance Period, the forgiveness provided
for in Article 6 below shall be suspended until Physician resumes the
Practice Full..Time.
·
3.1.3

Physician shall (i) bill for all services rendered within fourteen (14) days
of charges being incurred; (ii) follow reasonable business practices, and
(iii) use all best efforts to collect all accounts promptly.

IASIS Form 030110:5.2 (Existing Practice)
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3.2

Maintain professional liability insw-ance with limits of not less than $1 Million
per occurrence/$3 Million in the aggregate.

3.3

Establish and maintain throughout the Tenn, medical staff membership (upon
timely eligibility and advancement) and appropriate privileges for the Specialty at
Hospital, comply with Hospital and medical staff bylaws, rules and regulations,
and policies, and participate in and accept calls from Hospital's Emergency
Department call rotation in the Specialty, at no additional cost to Hospital for at
least the number of days required each month under the Hospital's medical staff
bylaws, rules and regulations and policies governing Physician's Specialty.
Fmihennore, Physician shall have no ownership interest in any Ambulatory
Surgery Center.

3.4

Maintain in good standing a license to practice medicine in the State.

3.5

At Hospital's request from time to time, make reasonable efforts to participate
with Hospital in managed care arrangements including, without limitation those
involving federal or state programs. Physician shall timely submit all required
applications to participate in the Medicare and State Medicaid programs and must
obtain any required Medicare or .Medicaid numbers within six (6) months of the
Commencement Date. Physician further agrees to provide services to patients
without discrimination as to the payer source, including but not limited to
Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries.

3.6

Keep the benefit provisions of this Agreement in strict confidence and, except for
disclosures required by law, consented to in writing oy Hospital or to Physician's
attorney or accountant, refrain from disclosing any information about any of the
tenns herein.

3. 7

Establish and maintain an accounting and billing system for the Practice
reasonably acceptable to Hospital. Physician shall maintain adequate books and
records so that Hospital can confirm the billings and collections related to the
Practice during all periods relevant to this Agreement. Upon request, Physician
shall permit Hospital to inspect and make extracts from or copies of all books and
records and shall permit Hospital, on at least a monthly basis, to audit and
reconcile such books and records to the extent necessary to carry out this
Agreement. Physician shall repay to Hospital any amounts discovered to have
been overpaid in such audit or reconciliation, within fifteen (15) days of rec~ipt
by Physician of written notice from Hospital specifying the nature of the
overpayment.

3 .8

Not execute or otherwise become bound by any covenant not to compete or other
restriction on Physician's practice, in any manner other than conditions related to
quality of care, by geography, specialty or duration, in conflict with the terms and
conditions of this Agreement.

®
'

@

~
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3.9

4.

When providing services to patients at Hospital, use those items of medical
equipment and supplies that are available under HospitaPs vendor agreements,
.including Hospital's Group Purchasing Organization contracted vendors, where
an agreement exists for such category of equipment or supplies.

PHYSICIAN REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTEES.

Physician hereby represents and

warrants as follows:
4.1

If Physician has previously conducted a medical practice, Physician reasonably
expects and ·will ensure during the Term of this Agreement that a minimum of
75% of Physician's professional revenues will be derived from services provided
to new patients not previously seen or treated by Physician in a former practice;
.•

5.

4.2

Other than the relationship with the Medical Practice identified in the Recruitment
Agreement Addendum attached hereto as Exhibit E and the exhibits attached
thereto, Physician is not entering into an expense sharing arrangement,
employment arrangement, partnership or similar agreement with another
physician, group of physicians or entity owned by other physicians under which
Physician is either paying to such physician, group of physicians or entity any of
Physician's medical practice expenses; and

4.3

Physician is not subject to and will not enter into during the Term of this
Agreement any restrictive covenant, non-compete or other agreement whether
written or oral with any other party that would place a restriction on the
Physician's practice of medicine other than restrictions related to quality of care.

REQUIRED DISCLOSURES. Physician shall notify Hospital in writing within seven (7)

business days after any of the following occurs:
5.1

Physician's license to practice medicine in the State or any other jurisdiction is
denied, suspended, revoked, terminated, relinquished (under threat of disciplinary
action) or made subject to terms of probation or other restriction;

5.2

Physician's medical .staff privileges at any health care facility are denied, revoked,
suspended, terminated, voluntarily relinquished (under threat of disciplinary
action), or made subject to terms of probation or other restriction;

5.3

Physician becomes the subject of a disciplinary action by any governmental,
professional, medical staff or peer review body;

5.4

Physician's Drug Enforcement Administration number is revoked or terminated;
or

5 .5

Physician is convicted of an offense related to health care or listed by a federal
agency as being debarred, excluded, or otherwise ineligible for federal program
participation.
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6.

TERMINATION.

6.1

This Agreement may be immediately terminated by either party for cause if the
other party breaches any of its material obligations herein, including without
limitation Physician's obligation to maintain the Practice Full-Time in accordance
with Section 3.1, and fails to cure such breach within thirty (30) days following
the receipt of written notice of such breach by the non-defaulting party.
Notwithstanding the above, the occurrence of any event set forth in Article 4
above shall constitute cause for immediate termination by Hospital with 110
opportunity for cure.

6.2

If this Agreement is terminated by either party during the Assistance Period,
Physician shall repay the Total Benefit (as defined herein) with interest accruing
from the date of termination equal to the prime rate of interest published in the
Wall Street Journal as of the date of termination plus 2% per annum. The Total
Benefit plus interest shall be payable in full within sixty (60) days of the date of
termination. For purposes of this Agreement, the term "Total Benefit" shall.mean
all amounts loaned by Hospital pursuant to Exhibit B and, if applicable,
Exhibit C.

6.3

If this Agreement is terminated by either party after the Assistance Period,
Physician shall repay all outstanding amounts not forgiven under Section 7 .2
below in full within sixty (60) days of the date of termination. The payment
provisions of any note executed by Physician under Section 7 .1 below shall be
accelerated in accordance with this Section 6.3.

6.4

Physician's obligations under this Article 6, Article 7 and Paragraph C-6 of
Exhibit C (if an income guarantee is provided for) shall survive the early
tennination of this Agreement.

@)

@

@

@

Ci?)

7.

REPAYMENT BY PHYSICIAN.

7.1

At the end of the Assistance Period, Physician shall repay the Total Benefit as
defined in Section 6.2, with interest (the "Interest") accruing from the first day
following the end of the Assistance Period ("Detennination Date"). The Interest
shall be equal to the prime rate of interest published in the Wall StTeet Journal as
of the Detennination Date plus 2% per annum. The Total Benefit plus Interest
shall be due and payable in twenty-four (24) equal monthly installments
beginning no later than ninety (90) days after the Detennination Date. Upon the
request of Hospital at any time after the Determination Date, Physician shall
execute a promissory note, substantially in the form attached hereto as Exhibit F,
in favor of Hospital evidencing Physician's obligation to repay the Total Benefit
plus Interest, and the obligations under such note shall be secured by a security
interest granted to Hospital in Physician's accounts receivable. Physician shall
execute such documents deemed necessary by Hospital to evidence and perfect
Hospital's security interest.

.........,...........,_..,...-n,_...-,--_ _ _ _"-p--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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7.2

8.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, in recognition of the fact that Physician is
initiating a start-up, initial practice and to induce Physician to remain in the
community, Hospital agrees that it will forgive and cancel one-twenty-fourth
(I/24th) of the Total Benefit (plus Interest) for each full calendar month after the
Assistance Period that Physician maintains the Practice Full-Time and otherwise
complies fully with Article 3.

CIIANGESJNLAW.

8.1

Legal Event; Consequences. Notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement, if the governmental agencies that administer the Medicare, Medicaid
or other federally funded programs (or their representatives or agents), or any
other federal, state or local governmental or nongovernmental agency, or any
court or administrative tribunal passes, issues or promulgates any law, rule,
regulation, standard, interpretation, order, opinion, decision or judgment,
including but not limited to those· relating to any regulations pursuant to state or
federal anti-kickback or self~referral statutes ·(coUectively or individually, a
"Legal Event"), which, in the good faith judgment of one party (the ''Noticing
Party"), materially and adversely affects either party's licensure, accreditation,
certification or ability to refer, to accept any referral, to bill, to claim, to present a
bill or claim, or to receive payment or reimbursement from any federal, state or
local governmental or nongovernmental payor, or which subjects the Noticing
Party to a risk of prosecution or civil monetary penalty, or which, in the good
faith judgment of the Noticing Party, indicates a rule or regulation with which the
Noticing Party desires fitrther compliance, or if in the reasonable opinion of
counsel to either party any term or provision of this Agreement could trigger a
Legal Event, then the Noticing Party may give the other party notice of intent to
amend or terminate this Agreement in accordance with Section 8.2.

8.2

Notice Requirements. The Noticing Party shall give notice to the other party
together with an opinion of counsel setting forth the following information:
8.2.1

The Legal Bvent(s) giving rise to the notice;

8.2.2 The consequences of the Legal Event(s) as to the Noticing Party;
8.2.3 The Noticing Party's intention to either:
(a)

Terminate this Agreement due to unacceptable risk of prosecution
or civil monetary penalty; or

(b)

Amend this Agreement, together with a statement that the purpose
thereof is one or more of the following:
(i)

------JA-SJS-Farnr03017fr-rTTE.~isfing Practice)

to further comply with any anti-kickback or self-referral
statutory provisions or rules or regulations created or
affected by the Legal Event(s); and/or

6
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(ii)

to satisfy any licensure, accreditation or certification
requirements created or affected by the Legal Event(s);
and/or

(iii)

to eliminate or minimize the risk of prosecution or civil
monetary penalty;

8.2.4 The Noticing Party's proposed amendment(s), if any; and
8.2.5

8.3

The Noticing Party's request for commencement of the Renegotiation
Pe~iod (as defined below).

Renegotiation Period; Termination. In the event of notice under either
Subsection 8.2.3(a) or 8.2.3(b) above, the parties shall have ten (10) days from the
giving of such notice ("Renegotiation Period'') within which to attempt to amend
this Agreement in accordance with the Noticing Party's proposal (if any) or
otherwise as the parties may agree. If this Agreement is not so amended within
the Renegotiation Period, this Agreement shall tenninate as of midnight on the
10th day after said notice was given. Except as otherwise required by appli~able
law, any obligation hereunder that is to continue beyond expiration or termination
shall so continue pursuant to its terms, including without limitation, Physician's
obligations under Articles 6 and 7. All opinions of counsel presented by the
Noticing Party hereunder, and any corresponding opinions given by the other
party in response, shall be deemed confidentjal and given solely for purposes of
renegotiation and settlement ·of a potential dispute, and shall not be deemed
disclosed so as to waive any privileges otherwise applicable to said opinions.

9.

REFERRALS, The parties acknowledge that none of the benefits granted Physician are
conditioned on any requirement that Physician make referrals to, be in a position to make
or influence referrals to, or otherwise generate business for Hospital. The parties further
acknowledge that Physician is not restricted from establishing staff privileges at, referring
any service to, or otherwise generating any business for any other entity of Physician's
choosing.

10.

CHOICE OF LAw AND FORUM. Any dispute, controversy or claim arising under, out of or
in connection with, or in relation to this Agreement, or any amendment hereof, or the
breach hereof shall be governed by the laws of the State and shall be brought in the State
court having jurisdiction in Salt Lake County.

11.

The making and entering into this Agreement
has not been induced by any representation, promise or agreement other than those
expressed herein. This Agreement along with the Exhibits attached hereto embodies the
entire understanding of the parties relating to the subject matter hereof. There are no
further or other agreements or understandings, written or oral, between the parties
regarding the subject matter hereof unless expressly set forth herein.

12.

EXECUTION OF AGREEMENT. This Agreement shall not become effective or

ENTmE AGREEMENT; MODIFICATION.

until all of the required signatories below have executed this Agreement.
JJ:SlSForm 030117!-5.2 {Existing Practice)
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13.

ASSIGNMENT; BINDING EFFECT. Physician shall not assign or transfer, in whole or in
part, this Agreement or any of Physician's rights, duties or obligations under this
Agreement, and any assignment or transfer by Physician shall be null and void. This
Agreement is assignable by Hospital without consent, provided that Hospital provides
prompt written notice of the assignment. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and
be binding upon the parties hereto and their respective heirs, representatives and
successors and assigns of Hospital.

14.

All notices hereunder shall be in writing, delivered personally, by certified or
registered mail, return receipt requested, or by overnight courier, and shall be deemed to
have been duly given when delivered personally or when deposited in the United States
mail, postage prepaid, or deposited with the overnight courier, addressed as follows:
NOTICES.

Ifto Hospital:

Jordan Valley Medical Center
3580 W. 9000 South
West Jordan, UT 84088
Attn: Chief Executive Officer

With a copy to:

IASIS Healthcare LLC
Dover Centre, Building E
117 Seaboard Lane
Franklin, TN 37067
Attn: General Counsel

and:

IASIS Healthcare LLC
Dover Centre, Building E
117 Seaboard Lane
Franklin, 1N 37067
Attn: Division President

Ifto Physician:

Sara Skolnick, M.D~

or to such other persons or places as either party may from time to time designate by
notice pursuant to this Article.
[Remainder of page intentionally left blank}
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THE PARTIES HERETO have

caused this Agreement to be executed on the dates set forth

below.

HOSPITAL:
JORDAN VALLEY MEDICAL CENIBR, LP, d/b/a
PIONEER VALLEY HOSPITAL A CAMPUS OF JORDAN

v~~L

By.
,..,
Name: Steven M. Anderson

Title: crzef Executive Officer
Date:

20 /I 1/

·

Sara Skolnick, M.D.
Physician's Social S.ecuritv Numher or

Tax I.D. Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:

~/JfJ / /~

_ _ _ ____,fA.$1$-Por-m-lJJ.(}.J-J.(J-.§:+~lng-PraeUc·o->-----e-------------Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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EXIDBITA
HOSPITAL'S SERVICE AREA

For purposes of this Agreement, the tern1 "Hospital's Service Area" means the area
composed of the following zip codes:
84120
84119
84044
84118
84128
84123
84084
84088
84074
84095

@

(i)

w
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EXHIBITB
Pursuant to Article 2 of this Agreement and during the Assistance Period (or such shorter period
as is specified below), Hospital, upon receipt of appropriate documentation (e.g., invoice, bill,
receipt) of the applicable incurred expense item(s), shall provide the following assistance:
Hospital shall loan up to $15,000 directly to Physician for
Physician's actual expenses of relocation from San Rafael, TX to an area within thirty
(30) minutes of Pioneer Valley Hospital,. A Campus of Jordan Valley Medical Center,
including moving, storage and temporary lodging.

B- 1

RELOCATION EXPENSES.

B- 2

MARKETING SUPPORT. Hospital shall loan up to $5,000 directly to Physician to
reimburse Physician for the expenses of (i) placing local newspaper advertisements
announcing Physician's relocation to the Office Space; (ii) printing cards, and
(iii) placing listings in local telephone directories. All such marketing and promotion
shall comply with Hospital policies, shall mention Hospital's name where appropriate
and shall be subject to the prior approval of Hospital.

B- 3

GUARANTEE. In accordance with and subject to the provisions of Exhibit C attached
hereto and incorporated herein by this reference, Hospital shall guarantee Physician a
monthly collection amount, as defined in Exhibit C, ("Guaranteed Monthly Amount'') for
the Assistance Period, provided that, notwithstanding any other provision of this
Agreement, Hospitars maximum obligation under this guarantee shall not exceed the
$475,000 ("Total Guaranteed Amount''). The foregoing shall in no way be interpreted as
a guaranty by the Hospital that the Physician's collections will exceed an amount
necessary to pay the Physician>s salary, benefits and Medical Practice's actual
incremental increase in the overhead of the Medical Practice as a result of the
employment of the Physician. Therefore, the Guaranteed Monthly Amount and Total
Guaranteed Amount shall be subject to decrease in accordance with Exhibit C attached
·hereto in an amount necessary to ensure that the total benefit paid or assigned by
Physician to the Medical Practice hereunder does not exceed the sum of the financial
benefit paid to Physician by the Medical Practice and the actual incremental increstsP. in
the overhead of the Medical Practice as a result of the employment ot .Physician.

B-4

SIGNING BONUS. Hospital shall $20,000 directly to Physician as a "Signing Bonus".
Signing Bonus shall be paid within forty-five (45) days of the execution of this
Agreement.

-----bt3f3flo,m 030-rJ0-5.2 (Exrsling Practice)
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EXIIIBITC

~

GUARANTEE AGAINST INCO'ME

C-1

Definitions.

The tenn "Collections,, as used herein means all monthly fees and charges
resulting and collected from Physician's performance of professional or anciIJary
services for patients, regardless of where or to whom such services are provided
(including but not limited to payments from managed care and similar
organizations whether in the form of capitated payments, incentive bonuses, risk
pool allocations or other revenues) and shall also include compensation for all
service arrangements including, without limitation, those for directorship,
consulting or other administrative services; however, Physician may exclude fees
received as a teaching stipend. Physician acknowledges that Physician is
responsible for all operating expenses, truces, depreciation and all other expenses
and costs in connection with Physician's practice (except as specifically set forth
as an obligation of Hospital in Exhibit B). Failure of Physician to bill as specified
in Subsection 3.1.3 of this Agreement shall result in said amounts being deemed
collected in the month in which the respective services were rendered, for
purposes of calculating any amounts due Physician under thls Exhibit C.
(2)

The term "Guaranteed Monthly Amount'' as used l1erein means $39,630.

C-2.

First Payment. The first payment of the Guaranteed Monthly Amount shall be payable
to Physician within five (5) days of the Commencement Date. The remaining eleven {11)
monthly payments, if any, shall be payable in accordance with Paragraph C-3 below.

C-3.

Method of Payment. Not later than on the tenth (10th) day of the first month following
the Commencement Date and by the tenth (10th) day of each sulisequent month of the
Assistance Period, Physician shall furnish Hospital with a statement of Physician's
Collections for the previous calendar month. Hospital shall then calculate the amounts
owed to either party as follows:

C-4.

(1)

If the Collections for the prior month are less than the Guaranteed Monthly
Amount, Hospital shall pay to Physician, by the fifteenth (15th) day of each
following month, the difference between the Collections for the previous month
and the Guaranteed Monthly Amount. (See Exhibit D for illustration.)

(2)

If Physician's Collections for the month are equal to or greater than the
Guaranteed Monthly Amount, Hospital shall make no payment to Physician for
that month. Moreover, if Physician's Collections for that month exceed the
Guaranteed Monthly Amount, the excess balance shaU be carried forward and
included in Physician's Collections during the subsequent month (See Exhibit D
for illustration).

Limitation on Payments. The sum of the payments payable under paragraphs C-2 and
C-3 above shall be limited to the Total Guaranteed Amount for the Assistance Period.

-------------------··-
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The tenn "Total Guaranteed Amount' as used herein means $475,000. Once the Hospital
has advanced up to the Total Guaranteed Amount, Hospital shall have no further duty to
advance monies pursuant to this guarantee.
C-5.

Medical Practice Expense Audit. Within thirty (30) days after the end of each six (6)
month period during the Assistance Period, the Hospital shall conduct an audit of the
expenses of the Medical Practice to ensure that the payments of Guaranteed Monthly
Amounts directly or indirectly to Medical Practice do not exceed: (i) the amounts passed
directly to the Recruited Physician by Medical Practice, plus (ii) actual expenses paid by

Medical Practice for the incremental increase in the expenses of the Medical Practice
attributable to the employment of the Physician identified on Attachment A the Physician
Recruitment Addendum by and among Hospital, Physician and Medical Practice (the sum
of (i) and (ii) is hereinafter referred to as the "Allowable Expenses"). In the event that the
payments of Guaranteed Monthly Amount exceed the Allowable Expenses, Medical
Practice will reimburse Hospital such excess within thirty (30) days of the date on which
Medical Practice receives a written statement detailing the results of an audit conducted
under this Section C-5.

r..,;.

Final Reconciliation. Seventy-five (75) days after the end of the Assistance Period, the
parties hereto shall cause a reconciliation of (a) the aggregate Collections for the
Assistance Period ("Assistance Period Collections"), (b) the aggregate Collections during
the sixty (60) day period following the end of the Assistance Period that are attributable
Jo services rendered during the Assistance Period ("Post Guarantee Collections"), and (c)
the total monies paid by Hospital under paragraphs C-2 and C-3 above less amounts paid
to Hospital under C-5 above ("Cumulative Payments''). The swn of the Assistance
• .Period Coliections, Post Guarantee Collections and Cumulative Payments shall be
referred to herein as "Total Income." The Total Guaranteed Amount shall be adjusted
..based on the Allowable Expenses identified in the C-5 Medical Expense Audits (the
-"Adjusted Total Guaranteed Amount''), provided that in no event will the Adjusted Total
· Guaranteed Amount exceed the Total Guaranteed Amount set forth in C-4. If Total
fucome is less than the Adjusted Total Guaranteed Amount (such amount referred to as
_the "Shortfall''), Hospital shall pay the Shortfall to Medical Practice within ninety (90)
days of the end of the Assistance Period. If the Total Income exceeds the Adjusted Total
Guaranteed Amount, then Medical Practice shall, beginning no later than ninety (90) days
after the end of the Assistance Period, repay to Hospital the entire amount of such excess
('~xcess Amounts") in six (6) equal monthly payments, but the amount due Hospital
shall not exceed the Cumulative Payments made by Hospital. Physician acknowledges
~hat the forgiveness provisions of Section 7.2 of the Agreement do not apply to
Physician's obligations to repay the Excess Amounts. (See Exhibit D for illustration).
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EXHIBITD
EXAMPLE CALCULATJON OF GUARANTEE AGAINST COLLECTIONS
caus 1or a lOIBl uuarameea Amount or J.1..w.wu {or )JU.uuUJmo.J •
CARRY EXCESS TO NEXT
~
MONTH
(lfC is greater than
AMOUNTDUE
(C)
FROM HOSPITAL Guaranteed Monthly Amount)
COUNTABLE
(If C is less thnn
RUNNING TOTAL OF
AMOUNT PAID BY
Guaranteed Monthly
AMOUNT
CARRY
HOSPITAL
(A+B)
Amount)
FORWARD
10,000
10.000

r1'.,UUUU:S tlAJ\MI:'~: lOCJU rcemem

(B)

EXCESS FROM
PREVIOUS
MONTH

(A)

MONTH
JANUARY

PHYSICJ.AN,S
COLLECTIONS

-

-

0

0

FEBRUARY

'3,000

0

3,000

7,000

-

17,000

MARCJ;I

s.ooo

0

8,000

2,000

-

19,000

APRIL

12.000

0

12,000

0

2,000

19,000

MAY

14,000

2,000

16,000

0

6,000

19,000

JUNE

17,000

6,000

23,000

0

13,000

19,000

JULY

15,000

13,000

28,000

0

18.000

19,000

AUGUST

15,000

18,000

33,000

0

23,000

19,000

SEPTEMBER

16,000

23,000

39,000

29,000

19,000

OCTOBER

12.000

29.000

41,000

31,000

19,000

NOVEMBER

8,000

31,000

39,000

29,000

19,000

,DECEMBER

14,000

29,000

43,000

NIA
(period

19,000

(Includes Post
Guarantee Net
Income)
TOTAL
COLLECTIONS

-

-

over)

TOTAL AMOUNT PAID BY
HOSPITALUNDER C-3

$134,000

$19,000

(not counting payments
from Hosniml)
COMPtmNG REPAYMENT: At the end of the Assistance Period. Hospilal is to pay Medical Practice any shortfall between (J) the Total Guaranteed Amount. and (2) Physician's total collections pJus amounts
odwnet.d by HospitAI. Since Physician's tobll collection, of$134.000 (plus toml amowts ndvanced by Hospital) exceed the To~J Ouarantced Amount of$120.000, no shortfall occwred and so Physician is entitled
toS0.00
Under Exluoit C. pamgro.ph c~. Modica! ~cc is to repay lhe amotmt (if any) by which the total amount paid to Physician exceeds the amount to which Pbysicizm was entitled under the income guarantee. Also.
unless Physician meets the conditions for forgiveness as descn"bed in Article 6 of the Agrce111cnt. PhysiCUU1 is to repay the total amount advanced by Hospital.
• This Exfu"bit D assumes the Total GufflUl!eed Amount is equal tu the Adjusted Total Guaranteed Amount If these amounts are clifferent. the calcuJotion.s will ne:d to be adjusted.
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EXHIBITE
RECRUITMENT AGREEMENT ADDENDUM

T.Hrs ADDENDUM is attached to, made a part of that certain Recruitment Agreement
(''Recruitment Agreement") between Jordan Valley Medical Center, LP, a Delaware Limited
Partnership, doing business as Pioneer Valley Hospital, A Campus of Jordan Valley Medical
Center ("Hospital''), and Sara Skolnick, M.D., ("Physician") dated _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exodus Healthcare Network ("Medical Practice") is entering into this Addendum in order
to comply with the requirements of the Federal Physician Self-Referral Law ("Stark
Law'1, which is codified and 42 USC section 1395nn, and regulations promulgated under
the Stark Law, in connection with the recruitment of Physician into Medical Practice

pursuant to the Recruitment Agreement.
2.

This Addendum is effective as of the Commencement Date of the Recmitment
Agreement and hereby replaces any existing addenda or agreements entered into by
Medical Practice and Hospital with respect to the recruitment of Physician, regardless of
whether Physician was a party to such prior addenda or agreements, and revises any
conflicting terms of the Recruitment Agreement.

3.

Hospital shall provide the benefits set forth in the Recruitment Agreement and exhibits
thereto payable to Physician, provided that any guarantee payments shall not exceed
$475,000 ("Total Guaranteed Amount'').

4.

Medical Practice hereby agrees to be jointly and severally liable for the repayment of any
amounts owed to Hospital under the Recruitment Agreement. Medical Practice hereby
grants and conveys to Hospita1 a security interest in all of its accounts receivable
generated by Physician, and Hospital may perfect such security interest at any time
durh1g the term of the Recruitment Agreement. Further, in the event Physician
terminates Physician's relationship with the Medical Practice during the tenn of the
Agreement, Medical Practice shall not restrict Physician from engaging in the practice of
medicine other than restrictions related to quality of care.

5.

Medical Practice hereby agrees to the terms and conditions applicable to Physician that
are set out in the Recruitment Agreement and agrees to cooperate with Hospital in the
. enforcement of the Recruitment Agreement. Medical Practice shall submit to Hospital on
a quarterly basis within fifteen (15) days of the end of each three (3) month period during
the Assistance Period, a Quarterly Expense Statement in the form attached hereto as
Attachment B and shall attach to the Quarterly Expense Statement invoices, receipts,
cancelled checks and other evidence or documentation of actual expenses paid by
Medical Practice. Medical Practice acknowledges that no payment of Guaranteed
Monthly Amount will be made unless Medical Practice submits the Quarterly Expense
Statemt,,it for periods after the date upon which such Quarterly Expense Statement was
due. The Hospital shall have the right to review and audit Medical Practice's books and
records to assure compliance with this Addendum and to detennine whether Medical
Practice received any financial benefit under the Recruitment Agreement other than
amounts oassed direct Iv to the Recruited Physician or reimbursement of costs allocated to
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the Recruited Physician which do not exceed the actual additional incremental costs
attributable to the employment of the Physician. Medical Practice acknowledges that
Hospital will conduct audits of the expenses in accordance with Exhibit C, Section C-5,
of the Recruitment Agreement and agrees to refund any excess amounts that were paid,
directly or indirectly, to the Medical Practice, within thirty (30) day's of receipt of a
statement detailing the results of such audit.
6.

Medical Practice represents and warrants as follows:
6.1

Except for the actual costs incurred by Medical Practice in connection with the
recruitment a:nd employment of the Physician, all the remuneration payable to the
Physician and, indirectly, to Medical Practice under the Recruitment Agreement,
will pass directly to or remain with the Physician;

6.2

The costs allocated by Medical Practice to the Physician, which are identified on
Attachment A to Recruitment Agreement Addendum attached hereto, do not
exceed the actual additional incremental costs attributable to the employment of
Physician;

6.3

Medical Practice has not imposed and will not impose during the Term of the
Recruitment Agreement additional practice restrictions (including but not limited
to covenants not to compete) on the Physician other than conditions related to
quality of care; and

.6.4

Attached hereto as Attachment C is a true and correct copy of an Employment
Agreement which Medical Practice intends to enter into with Physician. Medical
Practice will not amend or alter the Employment Agreement in a manner that
would violate the provisions of this Addendum or the Recruitment Agreement
during the term of the Recruitment Agreement.

7.

For a period of five (5) years after the termination of the Recruitment Agreement,
Medical Practice will retain records of Medical Practice's actual costs related to the
employment of the Physician and the amounts passed through to or retained by the
Physician and provide such records to Hospital and the Secretary of the United States
Department of Health and Human Services upon request any time during such five (5)
year period.

8.

All the defined terms used and not otherwise defined in this Addendum shall have the
meaning given to them in the Recruitment Agreement. To the extent this Addendum is
inconsistent with the Recruitment Agreement, this Addendum shall control. All other
provisions of the Recruitment Agreement shall remain in full force and effect as on the
date hereof.

i)

~
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This Addendum is hereby executed by the parties as of the

:J!..day of ~ ,

;lt,

I

PHYSICIAN:

1y

~

·~

~/.
Sara Skolnick, M.D.
Tax I.D. Number or SSN:

----------

HOSPITAL:

Jordan Valley Medical Center, LP, d/b/a
Pioneer Valley Hospital, A Campus of Jordan

Valley

e ·cal Center

By;-L.~~.-£.L.~~~.:::::::===-----

Nam

Title: Chief Executive Officer
MEDICAL PRACTICE:
EXODUSHE

By: ----1--+-11-----------.D.

Name: Bri
Title: Me
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Attachment A to Recruitment Agreement Addendum

Initial Expense Worksheet
Name of Recruited Physician: Sara Skolnick, M.D.
Name ofMedical Practice: Exodus Healthcare Network
Please provide the following information regarding the Recruited Physician:
Salary: $250,000(not including $20,000 "Signing Bonus'')
Benefits (for any categories that are not applicable, please mark as "N/N'):

Continuing Medical Education:
$3,500
Malpractice:
$71,292
Professional organization dues:
$450
Health insurance:
$5,700
Retirement/401k:
$534
Payroll Taxes:
$20,452
Licensure/Certification/Enrollment Fees:
$817
Other (please describe): Dental Insurance: $803; Disability: $1,955
Overhead costs allocated to the Recruited Physician in the following areas:

New Office Rent 1:
New Equipment':
Outside Transcription Services:
New support staff salaries3:

$NIA

$1,870
$NIA

$39,000

Any additional costs or expenses that you believe should be included (please describe type and amount: Cell
Phone/Pager: $1,200; New OB Equipment: $1,870; Desk Phone/License: $450; Business Cards: $61; Name on
Lobby Sign: $10; Offsite IT SupportNPN: $696; EMR: $15,365; PP Annual License Support: $1,404; New
OBGYN Medical Supplies: $60,000

On behalf of the Medical Practice, I certify that this Financial Information Form is accurate and
complete and the best estimate of the direct and incremental expenses budgeted for the first year
of operations.
By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Date:
Title: Brian Zehnder, M.D. (Medical Director)

1
Rent may only be listed if new space, not previously occupied or rented by the Medical Practice, must be rented by
the Medical Practice as a result of the Recruited Physician joining the Medical Practice.
2
Equipment must be for use exclusively by the Recruited Physician.
3
Support staff must be hired by the Medical Practice to support the Recruited Physician. If the new support staff
does not support the Recruited Physician exclusively, an allocation of their salary must be made based on the actual
portion of their time spent supporting the Recruited Physician.
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Attachment B to Recruitment Agreement Addendum
Quarterly Expense Statement

Name ofRecruited Physician:
Name of Medical Practice:
The following are the actual quarterly expenses paid by the Medical Practice for the benefit of the Recruited
Physician and include only those items of overhead allocated to the Recruited Physician which comply with the
requirements of the Recruitment Agreement Addendum by and among the Medical Practice, the Recruited Physician
and _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (the "Hospital,,). Please attach all relevant invoices,
receipts, cancelled checks and other evidence or documentation of actual expenses paid by Medical Practice.
Salary: $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Benefits:
Continuing Medical Education:
Malpractice:
Professional organization dues:
Health insurance:
Retirement/401k:
Payroll Taxes:
Licensure/Certification/Enrollment Fees:
Other (please describe):

$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Overhead costs allocated to the Recruited Physician in the following areas:
New Office Rent:
$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
New Equipment:
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Outside Transcription Services:
$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
New support staff salaries:
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Any additional allowable costs or expenses approved by Hospital in accordance with IASIS Healthcare
policy:

By signing this document, Medical Practice hereby affirms and attests that the expenses set forth herein were
actually incurred by Medical Practice.
By:
Title:
Date:
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Attachment ·c to Recruitment Agreement Addendum
Physician Employment Agreement
See Attached
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EXIDBITF
PR01\1ISSORY NOTE
$

---------

Date:

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned, an individual with an· address of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___, ("Maker"), unconditionally promises to pay to the
order of - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a Delaware
_,
d/b/a
(the
"Holder")
at
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ or at such other place as may be designated in
writing by the Holder, the principal sum of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

________

Principal and interest shall be payable in twenty-four equal installments of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ commencing on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and continuing on the
first day of each month thereafter through _ _ _ _ __, _ __
All payments under this Note shall be in lawful money of the United States.

In no event shall the interest and other charges in the nature of interest hereunder, if any,
exceed the maximum amount of interest permitted by law. Any amount collected in excess of the
maximum legal rate shall be applied to reduce the principal balance.
The Maker agrees to pay to the Holder all costs, expenses and reasonable attorney's fees
incurred in the collection of sums due hereunder, whether through legal proceedings or
otherwise, to the extent permitted by law.
This Note may be prepaid at any time, in whole or in part, without penalty or premium.
After the maturity of this Note, or upon any default, this Note shall bear interest at the
lesser of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ percent Lo/o) per annum or the maximum amount as limited by
law, at the option of the Holder.
At the option of the Holder, this entire Note shall become immediately due and payable,
without demand or notice, upon the occurrence of any one of the following events:
(a) failure of the Maker to pay any installment hereunder when due, which shall continue
for ten (I 0) days;
(b) any misrepresentation or omission of or oµ behalf of Maker made to the Holder in
connection with this loan;
~

(c) insolvency or failure of Maker or any guarantor to generally pay its debts as they
become due;
(d) assignment for the benefit of creditors of, or appointment of a receiver or other officer
for, all or any part of Maker's or any guarantor1s property;
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(e) adjudication of bankruptcy, or filing of a petition under any bankruptcy or debtor's
relief law by or against Maker or any guarantor;
(f) death of Maker or death of any guarantor;

(g) sale or transfer, whether voluntary or involuntary, of all or any interest in the property
which is security for this Note; or
(h) default-· under any mortgage, trust deed, security agreement or other instrument

securing this Note.
The Maker expressly waives presentment, demand, notice, protest, and all other demands
and notices in connection with this Note. No renewal or extension of this Note, nor release of
any collateral or party liable hereunder, will release the liability of Maker.
Failure of the Holder to exercise any right or option shall not constitute a waiver, nor
shall it be a bar to the exercise of any right or option at any future time.
If any provision of this Note shall be invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions
shall remain in full force and effect.
This Note shall be governed by the laws of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Maker and Holder have caused this Note to be executed:

DATE: - - - - - - -

Maker's Name:

----------

<iJ

{i.i
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Rule 73. Attorney fees.
(a) Time in which to claim. Attorney fees must be claimed by filing a motion for attorney fees no later than 14 days
after the judgment is entered unless the party claims attorney fees in accordance with the schedule in paragraph {f) or in
accordance with Utah Code Section 75-3-718 and no objection to the fee has been made.
@

(b) Content of motion. The motion must:
(b){1) specify the judgment and the statute, rule, contract, or other basis entitling the party to the award;
(b)(2) disclose, if the court orders, the terms of any agreement about fees for the services for which the claim is
made;
(b)(3) specify factors showing the reasonableness of the fees, if applicable;
(b)(4) specify the amount of attorney fees claimed and any amount previously awarded; and
(b){5) disclose if the attorney fees are for services rendered to an assignee or a debt collector, the terms of any
agreement for sharing the fee and a statement that the attorney will not share the fee in violation of Rule of Professional
Conduct 5.4.
{c) Supporting affidavit. The motion must be supported by an affidavit or declaration that reasonably describes the

@

time spent and work performed, including for each item of work the name, position (such as attorney, paralegal,
administrative assistant, etc.) and hourly rate of the persons who performed the work.
(d) Liability for fees. The court may decide issues of liability for fees before receiving submissions on the value of
services. If the court has established liability for fees, the party claiming them may file an affidavit and a proposed order.
The court will enter an order for the claimed amount unless another party objects within 7 days after the affidavit and

~

proposed order are filed.
(e) Fees claimed in complaint. If a party claims attorney fees under paragraph (f), the complaint must state the basis
for attorney fees, state the amount of attorney fees allowed by the schedule, cite the law or attach a copy of the contract
authorizing the award, and, if the attorney fees are for services rendered to an assignee or a debt collector, a statement
that the attorney will not share the fee in violation of Rule of Professional Conduct 5.4.

@

{f) Schedule of fees. Attorney fees awarded under the schedule may be augmented only for considerable additional
efforts in collecting or defending the judgment and only after further order of the court.
Amount of Damages, Exclusive of
Costs, Attorney Fees and PostJudgment Interest, Between

and:

Attorney Fees Allowed

0.00

1,500.00

250.00

1,500.01

2,000.00

325.00

2,000.01

2,500.00

400.00

2,500.01

3,000.00

475.00

3,000.01

3,500.00

550.00

3,500.01

4,000.00

625.00

4,000.01

4,500.00

700.00

4,500.01

or more

775.00

Advisory Committee Notes

Effective November 1, 2016.
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